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TECHNOLOGY FOR THE 90's 
AND FOR THE LIBRARIES 
OF TOMORROW 
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Tables of Contents and Descriptive Summaries for new and 
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MARC records enriched with Tables ofContents. 
• Enhance subject access 
• Improved chapter-level author access 
• View contents & summaries in your PAC before 
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• Increase interlibrary loan efficiency 
FIND OUT HOW EASY AND COST EFFECTIVE IT CAN BE TO GET CONTENTS 
INFORMATION TO BOTH YOUR STAFF AND PATRONS TODAY! 
BLACKWELL 
NORTH AMERICA, INC. 
TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION 
6024 SW Jean Road, Building G, Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035. Telephone: 503-684-1140 Fax: 503-639-2481 
All 
systems 
go. 
At EBSCO we believe you should have the freedom to choose the 
best subscription service and the best automated system for your 
needs. These are two independent decisions with major implications 
for your library. That's why our efficient electronic services are com, 
patible with most major library and serials control systems. So, you 
can have superior subscription service and your system of choice, 
too. Call us today to learn more about our independence,oriented 
library automation services. 
iihJ:IieJ 
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES 
P.O. Box 1943 • Birmingham, AL 35201 
(205) 991,6600 • Fax: (205) 995,1636 
Where library automation is a liberating experience. 
FirM \utc l·.:ditioll in Eight )uur."i! 
t ' • 
30.,000 Collections ... 
23.,000 Subject Areas ... · 
All in One! I 
"An enormously useful work which few libraries can 
afford to pass up." 
- ' Library Journal * 
"A high priority acquisition for all types of libraries." 
-American Reference Books Annual* 
"Its supreme usefulness to collectors, dealers, and 
librarians is so enormous ... " 
-American Book Collector* 
Lee Ash's 
Subject Collections™ 
7th Edition 
Compiled and Edited by Lee Ash and William G. Miller 
II hi• corne.,tone re•ource gives you ace"'' to 
thousands of special collections, covering just about 
every conceivable subject area. Extensively revised 
and expanded, the 7th Edition features: 
• 30,000 specialized collections in the U.S. and 
Canada - 6,000 new to this edition 
• 8,000 academic, public, and special libraries, as well 
as federal and state special collections 
• 2,000 collections in museums for greater access to 
even more subjects 
• 1,000 new subjects- 23,000 LC headings in all 
-including Apparel. .. Banks and Banking ... 
Beach Protection ... Music, Theater ... Soil 
Conservation ... and more 
• Plus , cross references to quickly pinpoint the infor-
mation you need. 
January 1993•0-8352-3141-0•c. 2,500 pp.•$275.00 
Available on Standing Order. 
And for Definitive Information on 
Libraries, Librarians, Services, and 
More ... 
American Library Directory"' 
1992-93, 45th Edition 
Cited in Sheehy's Guide to Reference Books 
" ... one of the most valuable resources for 
information on libraries." 
-American Reference Books Annual 
American Library Directory 1992-93 keeps 
you in touch with the latest, most authoritative 
information available on more than 35,000 
public, academic, special, and government 
libraries, and library-related organizations in 
the U.S. and Canada. 
July 1992•0-8352-3157-7 • 2-vol. set • 2,477 pp. $215.00. 
Available on Standing Order. 
For more information, call 
1-800-521-8110. 
Dial " 1" for Customer Service and 
ask for Operator FJP. 
R.R.BOWKER 
A Reed Reference Publishing Company. 
121 Chanlon Road, New Providence, NJ 07974 
*Fro·m reviews of the 6th Edition. 
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Guest Editorial 
Political Networking 
The debate surrounding classroom 
productivity is heard more and more 
throughout the country. In my state, 
Oregon, public debate is .couched in 
general terms of finding sufficient funding 
for higher education in a time of financial 
crisis. Private discussion is much more 
blunt and usually starts with the ques-
tion "What do they do anyway?" The 
"they" refers primarily to teaching fa-
culty, but clearly implicates all of us who 
are a part of higher education. What we 
have here is a group of people, in this 
case legislators, who still see teaching as 
a soft job involving si~ or seven hours a 
week in the classroom. Any attempts to 
explain that six or seven classroom hours 
per week represent many more hours of 
preparation falls on deaf ears and is usu-
ally too little too late. 
This scenario can be repeated with 
librarians taking the part of the misun-
derstood faculty and university adminis-
trators representing the misunderstanding 
legislators. The question ''What do they 
do?" is most frequently asked during pro-
motion and tenure discussions as library 
administrators seek to define the role of 
library faculty. Anne Beaubien captured 
it well in a C&RL editorial when she noted: 
"Librarianship has a chronically low pro-
file among the information and education 
professions because people do not under-
stand the depth and breadth of our exper-
tise or the extent of what we do."1 I believe 
librarians should provide political leader-
ship in building this understanding not 
only about the profession but also about 
academia as a whole. The common 
thread in both of the above scenarios is 
that the realization of the problem-for 
example, lack of understanding of what 
we do-almost always happens at a 
critical moment (budget time). Then any 
explanation appears to be not an attempt 
to enlighten but rather an attempt to 
justify. In other words, those seeking to 
explain themselves have not been doing 
their homework. They have not been pro-
viding to those with budgetary power 
complete and continual information on 
what they do and why they are essential 
to a healthy economy. 
Although it is not news that legislators 
and university administrators are un-
aware of the services and benefits pro-
vided by those they are funding, it is 
becoming more and more critical as re-
sources grow scarce. In Oregon, the dis-
cussion of faculty productivity is taking 
place because mandated budget cuts are 
forcing legislators to scrutinize all aspects 
of state funding critically. "Doing more 
with less" is the motto of the day. As 
legislators seek to make cuts and to elim-
inate inefficiencies, their gaze turns to 
higher education. Overall cuts in higher 
education translate into specific cuts in 
library budgets. 
We have to ask ourselves why this is 
happening. Is it true that teaching fac-
ulty are overpaid and underworked? Is 
it true that library faculty are not up to par 
with other faculty vis-a-vis research and 
publication? If it is not true, why the per-
ception? Certainly, some academics in li-
braries and classrooms on campus have 
opted for the status quo. However, I pro-
pose that much of the criticism stems from 
ignorance on the part of those with admin-
istrative and/ or budgetary responsibility. 
Neither librarians nor anyone else in 
higher education has done a successful 
job of explaining and marketing their 
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services. When measured against funding 
for police or other "necessities," we come 
up short. We have not translated what we 
do into words that make sense to the ma-
jority of taxpayers. We have not marketed 
ourselves or our services. We have as-
sumed that those in charge value us as 
much as we value ourselves. 
. While the situation for the world of 
academia as a whole is severe, for librar-
ies it is almost catastrophic. Library 
schools continue to close because they 
are perceived as not in tune with the 
research and teaching mission of the uni-
versity. Nor, parenthetically, do they at-
tract large donor dollars. The profession 
itself is greying, and budgets are declin-
ing while the need for new monies is 
more critical than ever. The increasing 
entry of private corporations into the in-
formation world (especially the elec-
troruc information world), along with 
the now proverbial information explo-
sion, are causing libraries to reexamine 
what they do and where they should go. 
The vision thing, as it is sometimes called, 
is sweeping the library profession. There 
is a growing need to redefine the profes-
sion and to do so in a way that makes 
sense to us who are in it; and to those we 
want to be in it; and to those who will 
ultimately be supporting it. 
I propose that although we must con-
tinue to work within the profession to 
define our changing role, we must spend 
equal time outside the profession making 
ourselves a part of the economic status 
quo. Particularly, we must get more in-
volved in the political process of the ci-
ties and counties in which we live. I use 
the term political process in its broadest 
aspects to include all types of network-
ing and coalition building with those in-
dividuals and groups who can affect 
legislative and economic change. 
In Oregon, we have seen librarians 
July 1993 
and other library supporters mount a 
successful campaign against an anti-Gay 
rights initiative by creating alliances 
with like-minded groups. Critical sup-
port of a local legislator who was in a close 
election race resulted in his coauthoring, 
sponsoring, and shepherding through the 
legislature major legislation for Oregon li-
braries. I am convinced that when he put 
out the eleventh-hour call for help and 
when seven of the ten who showed up to 
help were librarians, he understood that 
librarians wielded political clout. 
However, the political arena, although 
critical, is only one avenue for network-
ing. Participating in local civic affairs, 
working in service organizations, join-
ing organizations other than library or-
ganizations, attending local, state, and 
national conferences that are not primarily 
related to libraries, and publishing in jour-
nals from outside our profession are all 
methods for marketing libraries and li-
brary services. The goal is to become a 
part of the decision-making process-
not simply to react to it. 
All of this is not to suggest that we 
neglect networking on campus, but we 
must recognize that the very institutions 
of which we are a part and fromwhich 
we would normally seek support are 
themselves in trouble. Indeed, I propose 
that librarians take the lead on our cam-
puses in terms of coalition building. We 
could be the model for the rest of the 
academy. Because of our ability to access 
information quickly and efficiently, we 
are in a position to provide service and 
information to local, state, and national 
leaders. Building support and visibility 
through political and community activ-
ism is the key component for ensuring 
that future legislators will never need to 
ask the question ''What do they do?" 
KARYLE BUTCHER, 
Oregon State University 
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Scholarly Publication, Academic 
Libraries, and the Assumption 
That These Processes Are Really 
under Management Control 
Herbert White 
It has long been assumed that the refereeing process used by scholarly journals 
served as an effective safeguard against the publication of work that is either inferior 
or repetitive of earlier publications. However, the tremendous increase in publication 
volume that cannot be reconciled with the number of scholars undertaking and 
reporting their research suggests that the process has developed cracks, if indeed it 
has not broken down completely. Pressures to publish everything "somewhere" not 
only protect the most significant journals but also channel the remaining articles into 
lesser journals, which are equally protected directly by the researchers forced to publish 
in them, even if they are reluctant to do so. This phenomenon also negates publishing 
on demand or electronic storage and retention as effective alternatives. Libraries are 
increasingly important to publishers because studies have shown that the nonlibrary 
purchasing base for scholarly journals continues to erode, while libraries are 
constantly pressured with regard to what they are supposed to buy. In addition, 
scholars often play the simultaneous and conflicting roles of author, reviewer, editor, 
reader, academic credit dispenser, and credit recipient. This paper suggests the need 
for new and more objective approaches to the "publication situation," rather than 
merely obeying the dictates of the marketplace and the "credit machine." 
g he article makes no attempt at a complete survey of the lit-erature on this topic, a litera-
ture with contributions from 
both librarians and publishers, and one 
that is growing rapidly. Much of this litera-
ture is narrowly self-justifying, and it has 
been addressed in this paper only as nec-
essary to document its own assessments. 
THE PRESUMED VAUDITY OF 
SCHOLARLY PEER ASSESSMENT 
OF PUBLICATION WORTHINESS 
struggled for the freedom to set their 
own work agendas and to be judged by 
groups of their own peers rather than by 
outsiders. They have understood that 
evaluation either by a political body or 
by funding patrons might impose a 
value system of "political correctness," 
or one that simply rewards what inter-
ests and appeals to the patron and spon-
sor. Examples of this have ranged from 
Throughout recorded history, scholars, 
scientists, musicians, and artists have 
· the forced recanting of Galileo of what 
he knew to be true to more recent ex-
amples of politically acceptable music, 
with the determination made through 
the application of inexplicable and arbi-
Herbert White is a Distinguished Professor in the School of Library and Information Science at Indiana 
University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405. '-
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trary standards we. still do not under-
stand. 
The attitude of scholars has been con-
sistently that they and only they should 
be the judges of what represents quality 
work, and that the decision should be 
made by the evaluation of peers in the 
scholar's own discipline . . It is the 
scholarly argument that this judgment, 
and not the opinion of bureaucratic offi-
cials, should determine what is worth-
while and should be published. 
It is possible that celebrities in 
areas of scholarship and research are 
required to spend much of their time 
talking and writing about what they 
have already done, and therefore 
have little time to do anything new. 
Scholars, who insist on the premise 
that their own judgment of the work of 
colleagues is both fair and impartial, im-
plement this process through the mech-
anism of peer review. This review occurs 
both in the determination of who should 
receive support and funding for carry-
ing out his or her research, and in a ref-
ereeing process that controls publication 
in leading journals. From the start, it has 
been evident that this procedure, while 
perhaps preferable to any identified al-
ternative, works at best uncertainly. Re-
cently questions have arisen about how 
well it works at all. 
THE ELITISM OF THE PROCESS 
It has been a long time since Derek de 
Solla Price first noted the existence of the 
invisible college, an informal network of 
scholars that bypasses both the rigor and 
the time constraints of the formal review 
and communication processes. The in-
visible college has both supporters and 
critics, and largely this depends on 
whether the individual making the judg-
ment sees himself or herself as a member 
of the invisible college} There can be 
little doubt that the process of informal 
and immediate communication, sup-
ported by electronic message systems, 
works well for those who are already 
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recognized by their peers as legitimate 
scholars. It does not work nearly so well 
for the newcomers who have -yet to 
achieve such status. In other words, it 
recognizes and credits past achievement 
in preference to the present work pre-
sumably being communicated and eval-
uated. It tends to be a historical rather 
than an up-to-date evaluative tool. And 
yet there are countless indications that 
suggest, for example in the areas of the 
physical and biological sciences (al-
though a case could be made equally 
easily for poetry and music), that most 
of the breakthroughs later seen as signif-
icant are made by newcomers, and these 
contributions are not quickly recognized 
precisely because they come from in-
dividuals from whom such contribu-
tions were not expected. It is possible 
that celebrities in areas of scholarship 
and research are required to spend much 
of their time talking and writing about 
what they have already done, and there-
fore have little time to do anything new. 
That was the complaint of the developers 
of DNA. The invisible college, certainly 
prominent long before Price named it, 
works to some extent, but it works un-
fairly and inefficiently because it judges 
not the new specific contribution but the 
reputation that the individual currently 
holds. To place a contextual setting on an 
old joke: Where do Nobel Prize re-
cipients publish? Anywhere they like! 
The same sort of prejudging bias has 
been leveled, at least in the United States, 
against panels that award research 
funds. In principle, the process is sup-
posed to focus on the proposed project, 
and not on the qualifications of the in-
vestigator that relate to previous work 
that may be irrelevant to this effort. 
However, panels are composed of human 
beings, and human beings frequently pre-
fer to make safe rather than risky deci-
sions. The opportunity for criticizing 
(with totally clear hindsight) the deci-
sion of an award jury, which did not use 
criteria that led to productive results, is 
always available. The criticism must be 
muted when it is noted that the past 
work of the applicant gave every indica-
tion of future success. Giving more 
money to former recipients is a safer 
decision. And that is why such panels 
look at citation statistics for earlier work 
by the same individual-sometimes 
claiming that past achievement predicts 
future success. 
WHY RESEARCHERS 
MUSTPUBUSH 
There is obviously a connection be-
tween funding support and the genera-
tion of the scholarly and research 
publications on which this paper focuses, 
but that connection is not as direct as one 
might assume. The purpose of publication 
is, after all, a twofold one. The first and 
the most immediately recognized pur-
pose is the communication of findings, 
sometimes to an eager audience and 
sometimes to a disinterested one. The 
former is preferable, but even the latter 
is acceptable, because the other purpose 
of scholarly publication is the achieve-
ment of academic credit. Unfortunately, 
as will be discussed below, credit de-
pends less on the quality and more on 
the quantity of activity in today's aca-
demic marketplace. Studies at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh indicated that 
much material that resides in research 
libraries is never read.2 My own earlier 
studies indicated that for whole catego-
ries of disciplines, libraries were the only 
subscribers to certain journals. These stu-
dies suggest a situation in which scholarly 
publications are read by nobody and are of 
interest to nobody.3 Does that negate their 
value? To SOciety perhaps, but not neces-
sarily to the author. 
The premise of quality control in the 
evaluation of submissions to scholarly 
journals is based on the concept of 
double-blind refereeing-the author 
does not know who the reviewers are, 
and the reviewer does not know who the 
author is. The process might work for the 
author, but it works ineffectively for the 
reviewers. To a large extent the same 
preconceptions that affect the invisible 
college and theawardingofgrantsapply 
here as well. Many scholarly communi-
ties are small; specialties of members are 
well-known to all possible peer re-
viewers. 
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While there are still major interdisci-
plinary journals, the process of journal 
publication has become narrower and 
more specialized. Much of this trend 
developed with the entry of commercial 
publishers into the arena of publishing 
scholarly and research journals. Early 
studies indicated that scholarly journal 
publishing was a field dominated by the 
for-profit sector and by professional 
societies, with the second group largely 
emphasizing discipline-wide publica-
tions fitting the characteristics of the 
society membership;' 
THE ECONOMICS OF 
JOURNAL PUBUSHING 
The development of narrow, special-
ized journals owes its impetus to many 
sources, but the economic opportunities 
were grasped perhaps most directly by 
Robert Maxwell and his development of 
new journals for Pergamon Press. Max-
well clearly saw one obvious but rarely 
discussed difference between mono-
graph and journal publishing. Mono-
graphic publication involves a great deal 
of cash flow investment and risk. Mono-
graphs must be contracted, edited, and 
printed, and a supply must be placed 
into the warehouse before the first copy 
can be sold. The publisher has invested in 
an expensive inventory, and then must 
play a highly dangerous game. Unsold 
copies, particularly concerning subjects 
for which information changes rapidly, 
have virtually no value. This fact dis-
courages massive speculative print runs. 
However, it also eliminates the likelihood 
of huge profits, since successful mono-
graphs rapidly go out of print. The pub-
lisher has then made what is probably a 
modest profit, but consequently faces a 
new and dangerous business decision of 
whether to reprint. If so, how many cop-
ies? Might this decision lead to the addi-
tional expense of yet another reprint? Or, 
might the publisher be burdened with an 
unsold and useless inventory? It might 
be better to look for an updated work 
instead, perhaps through a second or 
revised edition, or through another 
author. These are some of the difficult 
choices facing monograph publishers. 
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Journal publishers face far fewer risks. 
They receive payment for the entire sub-
scription year (and sometimes for multiple 
years) before making any expenditures. 
Those funds, even if cautiously invested, 
produce interest income, in contrast to the 
interest expenses that monographic pub-
lishers face. Print runs are known well in 
advance, and the publisher has few re-
sponsibilities for maintaining back sets, 
particularly if these are available on mi-
crofilm. Unsuccessfully promoted titles 
can be aborted, sometimes before the 
first issue is printed, and it may not even 
be necessary to offer a refund. There is 
always the potential option of suggest-
ing that the funds already contributed be 
diverted to other titles offered by the 
same publisher. That strategy was de-
scribed in a presentation and sub-
sequently in an article submitted to the 
scholarly publishing community itself. 
The members of the community ex-
pressed little dispute or disagreement 
with the conclusions presented.5 
The mechanisms so carefully developed 
by Maxwell and others depended not on 
developing and publishing large-circula-
tion, inclusive-topic journals, but rather 
on promoting highly focused publica-
tions. These journals are so specialized 
that they often have only one or two 
interested readers in any major univer-
sity. Publishers can bring out these jour-
nals infrequently (quarterly, at the most) 
and they can charge high subscription 
rates to university libraries because the 
targeted reader considers these highly 
specialized journals to be more impor-
tant than any other. Consequently it has 
become nearly impossible for university 
libraries to refuse to subscribe to key jour-
nals aimed at specific scholars and re-
searchers whom the library serves. 
The publication process described 
above thus created a whole series of in-
visible colleges, i.e., small groups of re-
searchers working in a particular 
subdiscipline or ev:en subsubdiscipline. 
Key members of each invisible college 
are identified and selected to be editors 
of journals or members of the editorial 
advisory board. These appointments en-
gender a great deal of prestige but often 
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very little work responsibility. New and 
junior researchers anxious to join this 
small and select group feel pressured to 
write articles for these journals in order 
to establish their professional credibility. 
In this way, the anonymity of double 
blind refereeing is weakened if not 
totally destroyed. The smaller and more 
specialized the field, the easier it be-
comes to recognize the researcher, if not 
through the work itself, then certainly 
through the references contained in the 
article. Moreover, while the entry of 
commercial publishers into the arena of 
scholarly journal publishing did not in 
and of itself decrease the quality of what 
was being published, it placed the em-
phasis primarily upon quantity. It is not 
necessary to adhere to a rigid page 
budget for the year if it is possible to use 
an increase in the number of pages as a 
rationale for an increase in subscription 
price. The authors, editors, and referees 
who determine the content of scholarly 
journals are not expected to buy the jour-
nals. That is left to libraries, and their 
funding is separate from either the 
salary or research budget of the scholar. 
Moreover, libraries have been, up to 
now, more likely to absorb the rising 
costs of subscriptions without pro_test. 
WHY THE PROCESS WORKS FOR 
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS 
It is not my intent to suggest that 
authors and editors set about willfully to 
dilute the quality of research publica-
tions by increasing their quantity. It is 
possible that some unscrupulous pub-
lisher might be tempted to do this, but 
even that conjecture, if offered, could 
only be substantiated with difficulty. It is 
nevertheless clear that the publications 
resulting from the work of scholars have 
grown far more rapidly than the number 
of scholars themselves. People are writ-
ing more and more, but not necessarily 
because they have more to say. 
Part of the explanation for the increase 
in publication has already been sug-
gested. Neither authors, editors, nor ref-
erees have any financial responsibility 
for their decisions. While the content of 
scholarly journals is controlled by these 
groups, financial arrangements involve 
only the publisher and the organization 
that pays for the subscription-most 
frequently the library. Research shows that 
libraries have not found an effective way, 
in their institutional settings, to combat the 
pressures of increasing page counts and 
higher prices.6 These two factors may be 
related, as indeed some publishers' statis-
tics. claim they are. However, for the bill-
paying librarian this does not matter, since 
librarians have never asked for either new 
or larger journals. 
The smaller and more specialized 
the field, the easier it becomes to 
recognize the researcher, if not through 
the work itself, then certainly through 
the references contained in the article. 
Originally, the refereeing process was 
intended to weed out and destroy pro-
posed articles that did not warrant pub-
lication, either because the material was 
repetitive or because it added nothing 
new. However, a recent study indicated 
that at least some publishers are willing 
to publish material even though they 
know it is not original.' They do it be-
cause of the pressure to fill their issues. 
However, they also do it to keep the 
article, particularly if written by a prom-
inent or easily recognized author, from 
going to another journal, or perhaps con-
tributing to the formation of a competing 
journal. Editors, therefore, feel some re-
sponsibility for including everything 
worth publishing in their discipline in 
their own journal because they don't 
want to encourage competition. As li-
braries increasingly face the prospect of 
canceling subscriptions (although budget-
ers tend to put off this decision as long as 
they possibly can by transferring funds 
from other internal priorities), the ex-
istence of a rival journal becomes of 
greater concern to the editor and pub-
lisher than the notion that some articles 
might not have warranted inclusion in 
the first place. 
Why is all this happening? I suggest it 
is largely because the process of aca-
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demic evaluation, as practiced primarily 
in universities through the promotion 
and tenure procedures, has moved gradu-
ally from emphasis on the quality of a 
scholar's publications to concern with the 
quantity of the work. This has happened 
because the sheer volume and specificity of 
dossiers overwhelms the ability of those 
from other disciplines to understand and 
evaluate the content. With the readiness 
of publishers to start new journals 
(statistics indicate that carefully planned 
journals-at least carefully planned in 
identifying their intended audience-
rarely fail), the process of refereeing in the 
journal literature does not succeed in keep-
ing articles from being published, only in 
shifting them from journal A to journal B, 
or perhaps even to journal C. Journal C 
then becomes a crucial journal for the 
scholar whose article will appear there, 
and it becomes politically essential that the 
library purchase it as a validation of the 
research. The pressure to purchase C be-
comes paradoxically greater than the 
pressure to purchase A, because A will 
be purchased in any case. It has already 
been shown that, to a far greater extent 
than those involved would like to admit, 
libraries base cancellation decisions less 
on careful evaluation of need, and more 
significantly on what they can get away 
with canceling.8 
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
AND CHANGES 
If there is a solution to thiS dilemma, it 
rests squarely with the academicians 
and scholars themselves, because it is 
ultimately they, and not librarians, who 
influence the actions of publishers. To a 
large extent librarians are seen only as 
purchasing agents with money, but with 
little say in what they are expected to 
buy. It is certainly also to the advantage 
of publishers, as for any vendor, to sell 
as much as possible at the highest 
possible price. Probably relatively few 
publishers act with such a cold single-
minded approach to maximizing profits, 
but enough publishers do conduct busi-
ness in such a way as to seriously dam-
age the credibility of the larger pub-
lishing community. 
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The solution to this dilemma must 
come from the recognition by scholars 
themselves that the present system-
dispensing credit based on the quantity 
of publications by a given author-ulti-
mately does not benefit the academic 
community. Attempts to measure qual-
ity will always be controversial and dis-
putatious, and there is no certainty that 
any new system will please more people 
or produce fairer results. As long as 
humans are doing the judging· there will 
be charges of bias, and letting computers 
do the judging antiseptically is some-
thing we are not prepared to do. For 
many individuals, their entire career fu-
tures are at stake. 
Yet, despite all of these caveats, it 
should be recognized that the present 
system emphasizing quantity of publica-
tion must change. It encourages ir-
responsible and needless publication, 
which deluges the reader with huge 
amounts of material. Any operations re-
searcher can tell us that it is easier to find 
what we need in a small collection than 
in a large one, provided that there is 
confidence that the smaller collection 
contains what is needed. In other words, 
redundant information is not just trivial 
waste. It can get in the way of finding the 
important and useful. This is the first 
reason for the necessity to change the 
current system of scholarly publication. 
The second reason for changing the 
system is that given the finite and even 
decreasing support of library funding, 
the present approach of unlimited and 
unmonitored growth will bankrupt the 
academic information process. If the cur-
rent system does not do this, it will at 
least have drained off so many resources 
from other needs and other priorities in 
the academic enterprise that the results 
will be equally catastrophic. 
Research scholars are emerging who 
understand this issue and who recog-
nize that the solution does not lie in find-
ing more money (at best a dubious 
prospect) but in developing a new sys-
tem of evaluating and crediting quality. 
Publishers do not necessarily see these 
scholars as friendly to the interests of the 
publishing community, and some have 
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sought to intimidate these scholars into 
silence by dragging them through costly 
and time-consuming legal processes. 
However, librarians certainly should see 
these scholars as allies, and offer them all 
the help and encouragement that we can. 
Nevertheless, it would probably be 
unrealistic to expect that either faculty or 
academic administrators will address 
this problem until and unless they abso-
lutely have to do so. Actions such as 
those undertaken by the Faculty Senate at 
Southern Methodist University (SMU), 
which threatened to punish those publish-
ers "guilty'' of the greatest price increases 
by canceling these subscriptions regard-
less of qualitative and other political con-
siderations, are still very much the 
exception rather than the rule, and as long 
as that situation continues, neither pub-
lishers nor academicians will feel any pres-
sure to respond to the problem. In a 
perverse way, the willingness and remark-
able ability of academic librarians to some-
how find the money with which to meet 
continuing double-digit publisher price 
increases virtually assures that nothing 
will be done. We were even paid what 
was intended as a compliment in a recent 
article by Timothy King, a publisher who 
congratulated librarians on their re-
sourcefulness in finding the necessary 
money for publications.9 
STRATEGIES FOR UBRARIANS 
What strategies and alternatives does 
this situation suggest for academic 
librarians? The first is the recognition 
that they cannot solve the problem be-
cause they lack the power and leverage. 
Publishers will not be motivated to take 
action as long as they are supported by 
a faculty who exercise much authority 
over but take little responsibility for the 
issues in academic publishing. Some pub-
lishers even patiently explain to librarians 
that the reason for the large rise in the price 
of subscriptions is because of an increase 
in submitted articles, or of the weakness 
of the U.S. dollar. In a free-market 
economy, those are their problems and 
not ours. It appears certain that univer-
sity administrators will make a con-
certed effort not when librarians demand 
it, but when faculty demand it. Economists 
predict that prices are not likely to rise 
substantially in the stores where we shop 
because customers have no money. Manu-
facturers and vendors know that, and 
therefore know that they cannot increase 
prices. Librarians do not have any 
money either, but that makes very little 
difference to vendors. If vendors per-
ceive librarians as purchasing agents 
rather than as customers, they have little 
motivation to respond to librarians' fi-
nancial limitations. Therefore, the well-
meaning suggestion in the recent article 
by Bruce Kingma and Philip· Eppard 
does not offer any solution.1° Kingma 
and Eppard correctly describe the differ-
ence between individual and library sub-
scription prices, but their suggestion that 
the economic solution is to increase the 
cost of faculty photocopying services for 
library journals neglects the reality we 
know so well, that when photocopying is 
made unattractive, "direct appropriation 
of material" or mutilation grow in propor-
tion. These authors maintain that whatever 
emerges into the scholarly publication 
process was worth publishing, or at least 
that the process cannot be changed. I 
would rather not be that pessimistic. 
What, then, is the academic librarians' 
most effective strategy? We must state 
loudly and clearly that this disaster of 
ever-increasing periodical prices is 
neither our fault nor our problem, and 
that we have no solution we can imple-
ment. The available options include in-
creased funding of the periodical budget 
from already scarce university funds, an 
accelerated process of cancellations, or 
an academic power structure commit-
ment to do something about an absurd 
pricing growth that has connection 
neither to inflation nor to the number of 
scholars presumed to have something to 
report in the literature. Academic ad-
ministrators will do something about 
this problem if they become convinced it 
is important enough to warrant concerted 
action, just as they finally felt impelled to 
deal with the escalating cost, confusion, 
and embarrassment of their athletic pro-
grams. Dare we suggest to them that this 
might be just as important? 
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Utilizing this sort of confrontational 
strategy is difficult and painful for 
librarians because our acceptance of the 
"moral imperative" (the premise that we 
must do everything with or without re-
sources or it will all be our fault) appears 
to be an inbred value system that stu-
dents already bring with them to library 
school without having to be taught. 11 
Where they acquire this virus I am not 
sure. Perhaps they learn this commit-
ment to self-sacrifice from their mentors 
in the libraries in which so many stu-
dents already work on a part-time basis. 
One thing, however, seems certain to 
me. The unchecked bloodletting of the 
periodicals budget has perhaps gained 
librarians some additional funds, even if 
not nearly enough. But it has also re-
moved the initiative for doing many of 
the other things we should be doing (au-
tomation, resource sharing, preservation, 
increased reference and bibliographic 
work, staff upgrading, and continuing ed-
ucation) because all the money is already 
allocated before we get to any of these 
priorities. To increase the irony, aca-
demic administrators truly believe that 
they have been financially supportive of 
their libraries, when in fact they have 
only really been supportive of a pass-
through financial game in the continua-
tion of a process sadly in need of 
evaluation and refinement. We need to 
stress that periodicals funding is not our 
only priority, and at this point we can't 
even allow it to be our primary priority. 
SOME FINAL THOUGHTS 
Articles such as this one are written at 
some risk of creating displeasure. The 
habit of executing the messenger who 
brings us bad tidings goes back a long 
way. There are academic library admin-
istrators who would prefer not to be re-
minded of how ineffective our strategies 
of the last twenty years have been. There 
may be other administrators who truly 
believe that progress is being made, and 
that there is light at the end of the tunnel. 
However, these optimists may confuse 
increased activity with progress. There 
has been an increasing number of meet-
ings between publisher and librarian 
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groups. Publishers may be inclined to 
talk as long as nothing changes while the 
talks go on. There has certainly been no 
modification in the price escalation of 
scholarly journals, and we can be certain 
there will be none as long as some pub-
lishers continue to suggest that this is 
our problem instead of theirs. 
Meetings between librarians and 
groups of faculty members have also be-
come more frequent, and some have 
been useful if only to explain the magni-
tude of the problem. However, while 
there have been some scattered reports 
of motions of concern expressed by 
various faculty bodies, and even vague 
threats of retribution, such scattered ac-
tivities will not make an impression on 
the journal pricing process. What might 
make an impression would be a vote by 
the membership of an entire professional 
subject discipline to refuse to submit ar-
ticles to particularly high-priced jour-
nals, or concrete action by a body of 
presidents representing major research 
institutions, such as the Ivy League or 
the Big Ten. There is no indication of 
such action on the horizon, and more 
talk provides a poor substitute. 
There is also the hope that acceptance 
of concepts implementing what has been 
called the virtual library can offer some 
relief. Broadly based concepts of re-
source sharing are indeed very exciting, 
and it is important that they be pursued. 
However, they offer no relief for this par-
ticular problem unless institutions are 
prepared to divert funds from purchase 
of materials to a resource-sharing mecha-
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nism. Such action, if seriously contem-
plated, would probably require modifi-
cation of present copyright legislation, 
particularly in light of recent narrow 
court interpretations of Section 107 of the 
U.S. Copyright Act of 1976. Such modi-
fication would not be impossible, but it 
is not likely to occur in the near future. 
Faculty and administrators presently 
understand the virtual library to be a 
means of sharing resources after librari-
ans have already spent every last avail-
able dollar on purchase, and 
subsequently found that the resources 
are inadequate. Under such constraints 
virtual library concepts are still worth-
while, but they require much more addi-
tional spending. If the need for even 
more funding has been communicated 
to any university administrators, they 
appear to pay it little heed. And yet, 
somebody has to explain to them that 
libraries cannot continue to spend every 
last cent on material purchase and then 
also implement virtual libraries. Funds 
must be diverted from purchase, or new 
funds must be added. Faculty don't like 
the first option and university adminis-
trators don't like the second. 
Librarians have been entangled in this 
web for the last twenty years, and extri-
cating ourselves is a difficult task. The 
situation puts me in mind of advice from 
my college varsity tennis coach, many 
years ago. ''Never change a winning 
game, but always change a losing game. 
You risk nothing when you do." How 
many sets do we have to lose before we 
reassess our strategies? 
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Publication in College & Research 
Libraries: Accepted, Rejected, 
and Published Papers, 1980-1991 
Peter Hernon, Allen Smith, and Mary Bailey Croxen 
The authors examine characteristics of authorship, editorial decisions, and 
reviewer assessments for accepted and rejected papers for College & Research 
Libraries (C&RL) based on over a decade of internal records (private corre-
spondence and reviewer assessments) made available to them. Noting the wider 
literature dealing with publishing in refereed journals, this study makes com-
parisons to that literature and suggests directions for future research. The 
authors found that C&RL editors and reviewers conducted their work without 
major disagreement or rancor. Refereeing has indeed served the journal's 
readership well. 
• 
he published research studying 
reviewer assessments and edi-
tors' letters of decision in 
scholarly journals tends to be 
dated. Also, it has neither examined a 
Scholarly journal within library and infor-
mation science nor spanned more than a 
few years. The studies have considered 
one aspect of the editorial or publication 
process and have not compared ac-
cepted and rejected manuscripts accord-
ing to the following seven variables: 
• The characteristics of authorship 
• The extent of reviewer agreement 
• The nature of reviewer comments 
• The length of time in reaching an edi-
torial decision 
• The impact of author complaints 
• The standards to which a manuscript 
is held 
• The extent to which the submission is 
double-blind reviewed. 
The purpose of the present analysis is 
to examine these variables for College & 
Research Libraries (C&RL) during an 
eleven-year period.1 More specifically, 
the study addresses questions such as: 
• What major criticisms have reviewers 
made? 
• Have the editors and reviewers made 
suggestions to enable rejected authors 
to seek publication elsewhere? 
• Have many of the rejected papers ap-
peared elsewhere, and if published, 
where? 
• What groups of individuals-by posi-
tion and affiliation-account for the 
acceptance and rejection rates? 
• How many individuals outside the 
discipline of library and information 
science have submitted papers to the 
journal? 
• What is the extent of collaborative 
authorship? 
• What topical areas appear amQng re-
jected papers? 
Peter Hernon is Professor and Allen Smith is Associate Professor, Graduate School of Library and 
Information Science, Simmons College, 300 The Fenway, Boston, Massachusetts 02115. Mary Bailey 
Croxen is Cataloger, Frances Loeb Library, Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, 48 Quincy 
St., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. 
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• Is there a strict adherence to a blind-
reviewing process? 
• How promptly is an editorial decision 
rendered? 
• To what extent do reviewers concur on 
their assessments of papers, and how 
do editors vote when reviewers dis-
agree? 
• To what extent do editorial board 
members conduct the assessments? 
The material made available to the 
authors provided an opportunity to 
study these questions for accepted and 
rejected manuscripts. 
Peer review has been the subject of 
extensive analysis within the 
scholarly literature. 
Answers to these questions provide 
insights into the publication activity of 
the leading scholarly journal on aca- · 
demic librarianship during three editor-
ships, and suggest the extent to which 
C&RL conforms to the findings of pre-
vious research within and without the 
field of library and information science. 
Clearly, this is an excellent opportunity 
to learn more about the peer review 
process, over time, and about ways to 
investigate that process. At the same 
time, the study complements research 
that has profiled the published papers 
appearing in the journal and offers sug-
gestions for those seeking publication.2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Publishing Characteristics 
Published research has profiled the 
authorship characteristics (gender, oc-
cupation, and geographic distribution) 
of scholarly articles that have appeared 
in library and information science jour-
nals, probing the extent of balance or 
"possible publication bias" concerning 
gender and other characteristics.3.4 These 
studies, however, did not examine the ref-
ereeing process and the pool of rejected 
manuscripts to determine whether there is 
a statistically significant difference be-
tween the characteristics of rejected and 
published authors. Previous to this 
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study, there was only the important re-
minder of Gloria J. Zamora and Martha 
C. Adamson: "An analysis of authorship 
characteristics solely based on the infor-
mation provided by the typical library 
science journal is inherently risky." 
"Some author information," they note, 
may ''be sketchy, inconsistent, and/ or 
incomplete."5 
Confining their examination to aca-
demic librarianS, John M. Budd and 
Charles A. Seavey studied the charac-
teristics of journal authorship and iden-
tified the most productive librarians and 
institutions, and general publication re-
quirements or expectations of selected 
institutions.6 Paula D. Watson examined 
norms of productivity and publication 
activity, identifying the affiliation of 
authors as well as the most productive 
libraries and library schools.7 Lois Butt-
lar also identified the most productive 
library schools, as well as the most popu-
lar subjects contained in sixteen library 
journals published from January 1987 
through June 1989.8 Christine A. Koryt-
nyk compared publishing patterns by 
gender for those individuals holding 
doctoral degrees in librarianship, and 
Judith Serebnick maintained that "many, 
if not most, articles in scholarly journals 
are coauthored."9•10 
Peer Review 
Peer review has been the subject of 
extensive analysis within the scholarly 
literature. According to Mary Biggs, 
"striking signs that something is amiss 
with peer review are the low levels of 
agreement among referees and, after 
publication, between referees and read-
ers."11 Further, she notes that peer review 
may prolong the period for a journal to 
render an editorial decision. 12 
Based on such evidence, Biggs conjec-
tured that "substantial numbers of peer 
reviews are compromised by prejudice, 
ignorance, carelessness, hurry, or uncer-
tainty, or misapprehension about the 
journal's values."13 She also suggested 
that "when consensus among reviewers, 
or even a majority 'vote,' is required for 
acceptance of a manuscript, the ten-
dency toward safe, unexceptionable 
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decisions and avoidance of intellectual 
risk-taking is likely to be especially 
marked."14 Peer review, she asserted, "pe-
nalizes innovation and nonconformity."15 
Rebecca M. Blank investigated The 
American Economic Review (AER) and 
found that: 
On average, it takes 22 weeks for a 
final publication decision to occur at 
the AER. This varies greatly between 
acceptances and rejections, however, 
with an average length of time to re-
jection of 18 weeks, and an average 
length of time to acceptance of 54 
weeks. The median paper is sent to 
two referees. Only a few papers (5.7%) 
are rejected with no outside review, 
and only a small percentage of papers 
are sent to more than two referees.16 
She also found that even though there 
was blind reviewing, 
a substantial fraction-almost half-
of the blind papers ... could be iden-
tified by the referee. This indicates the 
extent to which no reviewing system 
can ever be fully anonymous.17 
Lowell L. Hargens investigated rejec-
tion rates for thirty scientific and social 
science journals. He found that rejection 
rates were "very stable over time and are 
largely unaffected by changes in submis-
sion."18 He concluded that journal space 
shortages and the nature of scholarly 
communication within a discipline 
largely explain these rates. 
Although there have been numerous 
studies and criticisms of the manuscript 
review process, few investigators have 
had access to manuscripts submitted for 
publication and reviewer assessments. It is 
more common to assess the characteristics 
of published authors or the quality of pub-
lished research, or to report the opinions 
of editors.19.20 Donald W. Fiske and Louis 
F. Fogg scrutinized the internal process 
of peer review, analyzed reviewer 
assessments and editors' decision letters 
for 153 papers submitted to American 
Psychological Association journals in 
late 1985 and 1986, and produced a 
classification of weaknesses noted by the 
reviewers.21 
Other researchers have explored inter-
rater agreement, or the agreement be-
tween reviewers over a manuscript's 
suitability for publication. They disagree 
concerning the most appropriate statis-
tic or index of agreement.22 Von Bakanic, 
Clark McPhail, and Rita J. Simon ex-
amined reviewer comments on manu-
scripts submitted to the American 
Sociological Review from 1977 to 1981. 
Using content analysis, "positive and 
negative comments were classified into 
twelve categories .... No manuscripts re-
ceived unequivocally favorable reviews, 
but some reviews were less negative than 
others."23 They discovered "that referee 
selection can increase the likelihood of re-
jection or publication" and that "the more 
days involved in reaching a decision,. and 
the more referees, the less likely referees' 
recommendations were favorable." 24 
They suspected that the editors, but not 
the referees, of journals subject to blind 
reviewing might be swayed by the name, 
academic rank, and affiliation of persons 
submitting manuscripts for possible pub-
lication. The editors, they inferred, might 
take such variables into account when as-
signing manuscripts to reviewers.25 
As part of their study, Simon, Bakanic, 
and McPhail examined complaints of 
authors whose papers were rejected for 
publication, concluding that a complaint 
might result in the editors of the Ameri-
can Sociological Review reconsidering a 
paper for publication. In fact, 13% of the 
complainants "managed to have their 
rejection changed to an acceptance."26 
Clearly, this study offers "interesting in-
sights into the decision process of a pro-
fessional journal, the management of 
disputes, and the recourse of rejected 
authors."27 
Erwin 0. Smigel and H. Laurence Ross 
studied the editorial decisions and re-
lated correspondence for 193 manu-
scripts submitted to Social Problems 
between 1958 and 1961.28 They measured 
quality, or the extent of consensus 
among reviewer recommendations. 
Charles Bonjean and Jan Hullum ex-
amined letters that the editors of the So-
cial Science Quarterly wrote to rejected 
authors between 1973 and 1976.29 They 
organized the reasons for rejection into 
the following categories: unimportant 
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1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991* 
Total 
TABLEt 
NUMBER OF ARTICLES 
PERVOLUMrnEXAMUNED 
No. of Articles 
for Which 
There Is No. of Articles 
Correspondence in the Volume 
3 30 
31 42 
22 41 
44 44 
46 47 
36 38 
52 52 
21 40 
44 44 
52 52 
34 37 
24 40 
409+ 507 
• See note 32 and 33 under References and 
Notes section. 
contributions, methodological shortcom-
ings, theoretical problems, poor presenta-
tions, and editorial discretion. In their 
letters the editors made direct and indirect 
references to reviewer comments. 
Finally, in a fascinating and controver-
sial study, Douglas P. Peters and Stephen 
J. Ceci changed the titles and the authors' 
names of articles published in psychology 
journals, slightly altered the· abstracts, re-
typed the articles, and submitted them to 
the journals that originally published 
them.30 In general, journal editors did not 
recognize that the articles had been pre-
viously published, and they rejected the 
papers. Michael J. Mahoney, in another 
study, found low correlations between the 
ratings of reviewers on the same paper.31 
PROCEDURES 
The current editor of C&RL supplied 
the authors with ten boxes of internal 
records, including files on accepted and 
rejected manuscripts, and miscellaneous 
editorial board correspondence. Some of 
these records dated from the late 1960s. 
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A key element underlying data analy-
sis and interpretation is the depth of the 
files that the authors examined. The 
authors divided the correspondence into 
two groups: those that were ac-
cepted/published and those that had 
been rejected. By comparing the first 
group (accepted/published) to the con-
tents of each volume of C&RL, they dis-
covered that they had correspondence 
for 80.7% of the articles published be-
tween 1980 and 1991.32.33 (See table 1.) 
While some journal editors have 
complained publicly about the extent 
to which prospective authors 
simultaneously submit the identical 
paper to different journals, C&RL 
apparently has not had the same 
experience to a significant degree. 
Even with corroborative correspon-
dence: · 
• In some instances the correspondence 
was incomplete 
• It was not possible to determine the 
number of reviewers in every in-
stance. 
• It was not possible to establish the 
number of manuscripts submitted and 
rejected per year. 
• Copies of manuscripts were not al-
ways kept for office files. Thus when 
reviewers wrote comments on the 
original manuscript, and the manu-
script was not filed, those remarks 
were not available to the authors. 
• Although some manuscripts and 
correspondence for the years under 
study were missing from the boxes of 
records, the authors had access to a 
considerable amount of correspon-
dence over a prolonged period of time. 
The Issue of Privacy 
Unlike other research into peer re-
viewing, the names of the authors and 
the reviewers were retained in the avail-
able correspondence. Such information 
proved useful in the identification of 
authorship characteristics, but pre-
sented a potential ethical issue: authors 
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of papers submitted to C&RL were un-
witting participants in this study. Every 
effort was made to avoid referring to the 
names of authors and reviewers.34 With 
the thought that there should be a time 
lag of a few years between data analysis 
and the reporting of findings, data collec-
tion and analysis terminated with 1990. 
Further, all editorial and reviewer corre-
spondence was summarized anony-
mously onto a data collection sheet, one 
that did not include the names of re-
viewers. The names of authors were pre-
served in different database files, further 
separating them from manuscripts and 
acceptance/rejection decisions. Finally, 
once the authors of this article had 
verified the accuracy of data entryj they 
shipped the ten boxes to the American 
Library Association (ALA) archives as a 
further precaution against matching 
names with manuscripts. 
Data Collection Form 
The authors drafted a form based on 
the ones appearing in past studies, on 
published guidelines appearing in C&RL, 
on their experiences serving on editorial 
boards, and on having reviewed papers 
for publication in scholarly journals.35.36 
They arbitrarily selected one of the boxes 
and the first ten files at the front and back. 
Based on the correspondence, they re-
viewed and modified the form, examin-
ing the other files in that box and further 
refining the form. 37.38 
Quality Control, the Database, 
and Report Generation 
The authors read each completed data 
collection form to verify that all items 
had been answered, and answered in a 
consistent manner. Next, they randomly 
selected one hundred files and double-
checked the correspondence for accurate 
scoring and coding. No discrepancies re-
sulted, and the data collection forms 
were entered into database files created 
with dBASE 111+.39 
To guard against data omissions, am-
biguities, and inconsistencies, the authors 
compared each machine-readable record 
to the data collection form twice-on 
separate occasions. They also compared 
a systematic sample of the forms (every 
eleventh one, for a total. of eighty-four) 
with the contents of computer printouts 
generated from the database. No discre-
pancies were found. Another author ran 
special programs against the data tore-
veal inconsistencies; none were found. At 
this point, the authors mailed the boxes of 
internal records to ALA Archives at the 
University of Dlinois at Urbana.40 
LIMITATIONS 
Ten boxes of C& RL internal records 
provided the data for this study. The 
authors did not examine the manuscripts 
themselves, given that so few remained. To 
determine if a rejected paper had been pub-
lished elsewhere, they checked the paper 
and CD-ROM version of Library Literature 
and ERIC. Conceivably, some papers might 
have changed titles or appeared in the lit-
erature of other disciplines/professions. 
Furthermore, some papers rejected in 
1989 and 1990 may have been recently 
published or accepted but not published 
prior to the writing of this article. 
Although it would have been a worthy 
aspect to examine, and although one 
study has already considered the subject 
for selected journals, the authors could 
not comment on the sources of grant 
support for manuscripts, given the min-
imal retention of manuscripts and the 
lack of information on grant support in 
most correspondence. The authors are 
therefore unable to duplicate that re-
search.41 
FINDINGS 
This article does not identify in-
dividual authors, reviewers, and editors, 
or specific editorial decisions. 
Submissions 
For 662 (71.8%) of the 922 papers ana-
lyzed for this study, there was one 
author. Two people wrote 206 (22.3%) 
papers. Forty-nine (5.3%) papers had be-
tween three and six authors; for the re-
maining 5 (0.5%) papers, the authors had 
the titles of the manuscripts, but not the 
names of the authors. 
The gender of the 1,242 individuals 
submitting papers for possible publica-
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TABLE2 
LEADING ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONs-
THOSE WITH THE MOST AUTHOR SUBMISSIONS 
No. No. No. 
Institution Submissions AcceEted Rejected 
University of lllinois, Champaign/Urbana so• 33 16 
Ohio State University 24 16 8 
Indiana University, Bloomington 23 12 11 
SUNY -Buffalo 20 12 8 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 18 15 3 
University of Arizona 17 8 9 
Brigham Young University 16 10 6 
Purdue University 16 7 9 
University of lllinois, Chicago 15 11 4 
University of Michigan 15 11 4 
University of California, Berkeley 14 8 6 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 13 11 2 
Syracuse University 12 7 5 
University of Oklahoma 11 6 5 
Kent State University 11 2 9 
University of Minnesota 11 7 4 
Washington State University 11 5 6 
California State University, Long Beach 11 2 9 
Georgia State University 11 2 9 
Other 828 335 328 
Total 1147 520 627 
• One author withdrew the paper before an editorial decision was reached. 
tion was 630 (50.7%) female and 599 
(48.2%) male. The gender for 13 (1.1 %) of 
the submitters was undetermined.42 
Some 1,124 authors of the 922 papers 
under review worked in the United 
States at the time of submission.43 Of 
these, 234 (20.8%) worked in the North-
east, 366 (32.6%) in the Midwest, 289 
(25.7%) in the South, and 235 (20.9%) in 
the West." The eight states with the 
largest number of submitters were: 
• California (121) 
• Illinois (115) 
• New York (1 08) 
• Ohio (69) 
• Indiana (53) 
• Pennsylvania (51) 
• Texas (46) 
• North Carolina (36) 
Of the 103 submitters from outside the 
United States, the majority were from 
either Canada (40 submitters, or 38.8%) 
or Nigeria (26 submitters, or 25.2%). The 
remaining 35.9% were from Australia 
(7), Saudi Arabia (5), England (5), and 
other (20). 
For authors working in the United 
States and elsewhere, the institutional 
affiliation was identified in 1,235 in-
stances. Overwhelmingly (1,147 or 
92.9%), they work in academe: 
• 26 in community colleges 
• 50 in baccalaureate institutions 
• 217 in master's-granting institutions 
• 854 in doctoral-granting institutions 
Table 2 identifies the nineteen aca-
demic institutions whose administra-
tors, faculty (library and nonlibrary), 
and student body account for the most 
submissions. The University oflllinois at 
Champaign/Urbana and Ohio State 
University rank first and second respec-
tively. Viewed from a different perspec-
tive, the 1,242 authors submitting papers 
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TABLE3 
POSffiON OF THE INDIVIDUALS SUBMITTING PAPERS 
Position• No. % Cumulative % 
Acquisitions librarians 25 1.7 1.7 
Administrators 415 28.3 30.0 
Archivists 24 1.6 31.6 
Bibliographers t 44 3.0 34.6 
Bibliographic instruction librarians t 23 1.6 36.2 
Branch/ department librarians 33 2.2 38.4 
Cataloging librarians 44 3.0 41.4 
Circulation librarians 16 1.1 42.5 
Collection development and management 
librarians 50 3.4 45.9 
Government documents librarians 19 1.3 47.2 
Reference librarians 232 15.8 63.0 
Serials librarians 11 0.7 63.7 
Systems analysts 15 1.0 64.7 
Technical services librarians 22 1.5 66.2 
Other librarians 133 9.1 75.5 
Library school faculty 136 9.3 84.8 
Master's and doctoral students in library school 
programs 30 2.1 86.9 
University administrators 30 2.1 89.0 
Students/faculty in subject departments 67 4.6 93.6 
Nonuniversity individuals 61 4.2 97.8 
Unknown 35 2.5 100.2* 
Total 1,465 100.0 
• A person might be included in more than one category. 
t Quite possibly this category is underrepresented. It was impossible to tell from the 
correspondence how many reference librarians are indeed bibliographic instruction librarians or 
bibliographers. 
+ Subject to rounding 
encompass 448 separate institutions and 
organizations. 
Another way to view the data depicted 
in the table is to compare the number of 
submissions by institution to the number 
of submissions by state. In so doing, the 
two universities in Illinois account for 
56.5% of that state's submissions. Ohio 
State University contributes 34.8% of 
that state's submissions, while SUNY-
Buffalo and Syracuse University consti-
tute 29.6% of New York submissions. For 
Indiana and North Carolina, the percen-
tages are 43.4 for Indiana University at 
Bloomington, and 50 for the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Table 3, which depicts the position of 
the prospective authors, indicates that 
librarians accounted for 75.5% of the 
submitters. Among the librarians, those 
holding administrative positions ac-
counted for the largest percentage-
28.3. Almost half of the submitters 
(48.7%) were administrators and/or ref-
erence librarians, bibliographic instruc-
tion librarians, or bibliographers. 
Some 136 individuals were affiliated 
with schools of library and information 
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TABLE4 
EDITORIAL DECISION 
No. % 
Acceptance• 
Without change 175 39.2 
Revise prior to 
publication 208 46.5 
Special (invited papers)t 64 14.3 
Total 447 100.0 
Rejection 
No encouragement 138 28.7 
Helpful suggestions 
provided 105 21.8 
Submission to C&RL 
News encouraged 42 8.7 
Submission elsewhere 
encouraged (and titles 
of journals given) 196 40.8 
Total 481* 100.0 
• A paper may appear in more than one 
category, e.g., a special paper may not have 
required change. Still, see note 33. 
t This category refers to papers reprinted 
from other periodicals; a synopsis of a 
report or the report itself; repnnted 
conference papers; and papers invited for 
the 50th anniversary volume (1989). 
:1: The editors rejected 33 papers without 
seeking reviewer assessments. These 
papers are included amon~ the four 
reasons specified for rejection. 
science. The overwhelming majority 
(116 or 85.3%) work at schools accredited 
in the United States and Canada. The 
remaining twenty faculty members re-
side with nonaccredited schools in the 
United States (5) as well as with schools 
in other countries (15). Some 60.3% (70 
authors) of the faculty members from 
accredited schools were men; the re-
maining percentage consists of women 
faculty members (45) and one person 
whose gender could not be determined. 
While some journal editors have com-
plained publicly about the extent to 
which prospective authors simul-
taneously submit the identical paper to 
different journals, C&RL apparently has 
not had the same experience to a signifi-
cant degree.45 There were only four docu-
mented instances (0.4%), and on one 
occasion, another journal published an 
identical paper at the time when C&RL's 
referees were making their assessment. In 
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another case, C&RL apparently did not 
learn about the identical treatment until 
after it had published the paper. 
The internal records examined for this 
study contained two reviewer assess-
ments for606 (65.7%) papers, one assess-
ment for 109 (11.8%) papers, and 
between three and five assessments for 
45 (4.9%); the correspondence for there-
maining 162 (17.6%) papers did not con-
tain any reviewer assessments. Members 
of the editorial board performed at least 
92% of these 1,464 assessments; in 10 
instances there was insufficient docu-
mentation to identify the reviewer. 
For 638 of the 922 papers examined, 
the internal correspondence reflected 
the extent to which the reviewers con-
curred over acceptance and rejection. 
They concurred 403 times and disagreed 
235 times. In 78 instances where there 
was disagreement (33.2%), the editor 
sided with the reviewer(s) favoring ac-
ceptance. Clearly, when a paper had a 
mixed response, the editor most likely 
refused to publish it. 
For a related perspective on the out-
come of the reviewing process, the 
authors coded the editors' letter of rejec-
tion to see if their comments differed 
from those of the referees. There were 
differences in ol)ly 11 instances (1.7% of 
the 638 papers). When the editors used 
reviewers they obviously value the judg-
ment of the reviewers; however, without 
knowledge of how and why editors 
select particular reviewers, additional 
comment is not possible. 
For 15 (1.6%) of the 922 papers, re-
viewers lamented that C&RL's editorial 
staff had failed to remove the name of the 
author from the manuscri:pt. One re-
viewer, however, did comment that "lately 
most of the manuscripts have not been 
blinded. I strongly prefer that they be!" 
Table 4 summarizes the editorial deci-
sion rendered for the 922 submissions 
examined for this study. The various edi-
tors accepted 385 (or 41.8%) papers for 
publication, while rejecting 518 (56.2%) 
papers. For the remaining 19 papers, the 
authors withdrew them from considera-
tion, or the editors asked the authors to 
revise their papers before rendering an 
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editorial decision. There is no record that 
the papers were revised and re-
submitted. With one of the rejected 
papers, where an editor provided help-
ful comments, the author extensively re-
worked the paper and ultimately C&RL 
published it. 
Accepted Papers 
More than one-third (35.1 %) of the ac-
cepted papers had more than one author. 
The gender of the 562 individuals who 
had papers accepted for publication was 
47% (264) female and 52% (292) male; the 
gender for six authors was undeter-
mined. Of the faculty from accredited 
schools of library and information 
science, 65.1% were men. 
Some 520 authors worked in the 
United States at the time of acceptance of 
theirpaper.Ofthese, 101 (19.4%)worked 
in the Northeast, 184 (35.4%) in the Mid-
west, 122 (23.5%) in the South, and 113 
(21.7%) in the West. The states with the 
largest number of submitters were: 
• California (58) 
• Illinois (56) 
• New York (49) 
• Ohio (34) 
• Texas (24) 
• Pennsylvania (21) 
• Indiana (21) 
No significant differences appear in the 
frequencies of states for submitting and 
accepted authors, although Texas occurs 
more often on the list of accepted 
authors, and Minnesota and North 
Carolina occur 19 times. 
Of the 31 authors residing outside the 
United States, the majority were from 
either Canada (16 or 51.6%) or Nigeria (4 
or 12.9%). The remaining 11 (35.5%) 
were from seven countries. 
Over three-fourths (404 or 77.7%) of 
the 520 authors affiliated with academic 
institutions work at doctoral-granting 
institutions. The next largest percentage 
(16.1 or 84 authors) is associated with 
master's-granting institutions. The re-
maining 6.2% encompasses bacca-
laureate programs (22 people) and 
community colleges (10). 
Table 2 indicates the number of authors 
from the nineteen academic institutions 
who had papers accepted for publication 
in C&RL. Some 63 authors are affiliated 
with accredited graduate programs in 
library and information science. Viewed 
from a different perspective, 61 of the 110 
papers (55.4%) submitted by faculty 
members at accredited library schools 
were accepted for publication. Forty-
four of these papers were single-
authored and 17 were coauthored. 
The positions of authors who had 
papers accepted for publication parallel 
those of authors submitting papers for 
possible publication. In other words, 
48.3% of the authors are administrators 
(e.g., library directors or departmental 
chairs) and/ or bibliographers, biblio-
graphic instruction librarians, or refer-
ence librarians. 
For the 319 accepted papers for which 
correspondence indicates a date of re-
ceipt and of acceptance, the median 
number of days for the editors to render 
an editorial decision was 113; the mean 
was 134. The time frame does include 
any rewriting required of the author(s) 
prior to the editor's formal acceptance of 
the paper. In one case, it took approxi-
mately two years for the editor to render 
a decision; in this unusual case, one edi-
tor had misplaced the manuscript. 
Reviewers recommended 1,054 changes 
to papers before acceptance. Some 470 
(44.6%) of these recommendations re-
lated to editorial and writing problems, 
in particular the need to clarify a point, 
add definitions, or elaborate on a point 
(185 or 39.4% of the 470 recommenda-
tions). Another 166 (15.8%) of the recom-
mendations related to an author's 
interpretation and conclusions. Most 
likely, the prospective author had failed 
to address key issues (60 recommenda-
tions or 36.1%) or the paper was too long 
or too short (57 recommendations or 
34.3%). The next largest category (100 
recommendations or 9.5% of the total) 
was the presentation of results. Most 
likely the reviewers called for the clarifi-
cation or deletion of tables or figures (73 
recommendations or 73%). 
The three categories of recommenda-
tions (editorial and writing, interpreta-
tion and conclusions, and presentation 
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of results) accounted for 69.9% of all the 
recommendations. The other categories 
(general, conceptualization, literature 
review, procedures, statistical analysis, 
and the planning and execution of results) 
generated between 10 and 60 recommen-
dations. Oearly, these categories occurred 
less frequently for papers that reviewers 
recommended for publication. 
In addition to offering negative com-
ments, the reviewers expressed 138 posi-
tive comments on the papers that they 
recommended for publication after the 
authors addressed certain deficiencies. 
They most likely noted: 
• The paper was well written (51) 
• The topic selected was appropriate 
(29) 
• The paper provided useful informa-
tion (19) 
These three reasons accounted for 71.7% 
of the positive comments. 
Rejected Papers 
AS already mentioned, the editors re-
jected 518 papers for publication. They 
declined 33 papers as out of scope without 
seeking reviewer assessments. When re-
jecting papers, the editors' letters most 
often shared reviewer suggestions for 
improving the paper or offered advice 
on where to submit the paper. 
The two primary reasons for rejection 
were that the paper offered little 
new material or insights (27.6%), and 
that the paper did not fall within the 
scope of the journal (14.1% ). 
Only 22.7% of the rejected papers were 
coauthored. Of the 663 authors, 358 
(54%) were women and 298 (44.9%) were 
men; there was insufficient information 
to classify the remaining seven authors 
by gender.~ 
Some 591 authors resided in the 
United States at the time that the journal 
rejected their paper. Of these, 129 
(21.8%) worked in the Northeast, 180 
(30.5%) in the Midwest, 164 (27.7%) in 
the South, and 118 (20%) in the West. The 
states with the largest number of authors 
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whose papers were rejected are identical 
to those given for the greatest number of 
submissions. Forty-six (63.9%) of the 72 
authors submitting papers that were 
ultimately rejected live in either Canada 
(24) or Nigeria (22). 
Some 71.8% (450) of the 627 individu-
als affiliated with academic institutions 
work in doctoral-granting institutions. 
The next largest percentage (21.2 or 133 
people) is associated with master's-
granting institutions. The remaining 7% 
includes baccalaureate programs (28 
people) and community colleges (16). 
Fifty-three authors who had papers 
rejected for publication were affiliated 
with accredited graduate schools of li-
brary and information science (29 male, 
23 female, and 1 undetermined). In ef-
fect, 45.7% of those submitting papers 
from these schools had their paper re-
jected. Viewed from another perspec-
tive, 49 (44.6%) of the papers submitted 
by faculty of these schools were rejected; 
34 of these papers were single-authored 
and 15 were coauthored with other 
members of their department, or librari-
ans, or students. Rejection was based on 
the fact that the paper offered few new 
insights, reflected poor scholarship, was 
poorly written, or had problems in the 
methodology or in the presentation of 
findings. In two instances, however, edi-
tors deemed submissions to be outside 
C&RL's scope. Of the 13 papers authored 
by deans and directors of accredited pro-
grams, 5 or 38.5% were rejected-for the 
same reasons noted above for faculty. 
The percentage of administrators, ref-
erence and bibliographic instruction 
librarians, and bibliographers who had 
papers rejected for publication was 49.2. 
Most likely, the librarians who sub-
mitted papers and had them either ac-
cepted or rejected were affiliated with 
doctoral-granting institutions. 
Content analysis of the titles of the 518 
rejected papers indicates that the follow-
ing ten topics were mentioned at least 
thirteen times: 
• Cataloging/ classification, including 
online public access catalogs (OPACs) 
and catalog use (42) 
• Bibliographic instruction (41) 
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TABLES 
REVIEWER REASONS FOR RECOMMENDING REJECTION OF PAPERS. 
(RANKED IN ORDER OF PRIMARY REASONS 
Reason 
Offers little new material/insights 
Out of C&RL scope; little relevance to C&RL 
readership 
Poorly written 
Narrow scope; lacks generalizability 
Body of literature omitted 
Paper merely descriptive/narrative 
Sampling problem 
Purpose/ objective/ questions/hypotheses 
unclear I needed 
Poorly developed paper 
Lacks logical organization; needs reorganization 
Interpretations/ conclusions not warranted by 
data 
Control problem (experiment) 
Concepts poorly defined; terminology incorrectly 
used/ confusing (Theoretical presentation 
incomplete, needs expansion): not well 
thought out 
Key issues not addressed 
Discuss/ elaborate a point 
Paper too long/short; delete/ add section 
Tables /figures need clarification 
Other 
Total 
Percentages subject to rounding 
• Collection development (35) 
• Internationallibrarianship (33) 
• Management (30) 
• Academic/ faculty status (20) 
• Staffing/ personnel (19) 
• Database searching (16) 
• Reference services (16) 
• Circulation (13) 
Some 60 papers dealt with technology 
and seven addressed change. Clearly, 
the papers encompassed a wide range of 
topics. 
Table 5 summarizes the most frequently 
mentioned reasons for which reviewers 
recommended rejection, while table 6 
offers miscellaneous reviewer comments. 
In some cases, reviewers only indicated 
primary reasons, w~e in other instances 
they suggested secondary reasons. Often 
they provided more than one reason. 
Primary Secondary 
No. % No. % 
208 27.6 40 5.9 
106 14.1 12 1.8 
68 9.0 57 8.5 
60 8.0 26 3.9 
35 4.6 48 7.1 
28 3.7 7 1.0 
27 3.6 24 3.6 
21 2.8 14 2.1 
21 2.8 4 .6 
16 2.1 27 4.0 
12 1.6 30 4.5 
11 1.5 12 1.8 
11 1.5 16 2.4 
52 7.7 
41 6.1 
19 2.8 
12 1.6 12 1.8 
118 15.6 231 34.4 
754 100.1 672 100.0 
The two primary reasons for rejection 
were that the paper offered little new 
material or insights (27.6%), and that the 
paper did not fall within the scope of the 
journal (14.1 %). Both reasons were men-
tioned in more than one-third of the in-
stances. Turning to secondary reasons, 
reviewers most likely mentioned that the 
paper was poorly written (8.5%), 
omitted a body of literature (7.1 %), and 
offered little new material or insights 
(5.9%). These three reasons accounted 
for 21.5% of the secondary reasons. 
Twenty-seven reviewer assessments 
indicated that the paper had failed the "so 
what test'' and that 35 papers merely re-
flected ''how we do it good at our library." 
Only 48 (9.3%) of the rejected papers 
elicited positive comments from the re-
viewers. Most likely, they noted that the 
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TABLE6 
MISCELLANEOUS REVIEWER COMMENTS ON REJECI'ED MANUSCRIPTS 
1. The paper "reads like a book report," "reads like a term paper," or "reads like a dictionary.'' 
2. The author "uses fancy words instead of clear thoughts.'' 
3. "It is one of the few papers I've seen for which I can offer little constructive criticism; it is that 
bad.'' 
4. This is "another ho hum, so what article.'' 
5. "What is the real point of the paper?" 
6. The "paper is superficial and dull." 
7. The "author makes great leaps in his/her thinking.'' 
8. "Every time I read an article like this, I wonder why any sane person would take the time to 
expend so much effort to produce answers that any practical librarian with an ounce of 
common sense could easily answer.'' 
9. "In the two years of reviewing papers, this one has the most typos and grammatical errors. I 
counted 56 in the 45 pages of text and I may not have caught them all.'' 
10. "This has to be an after-dinner speech of the type frequently heard at the Polly Perfect Club 
circa 1932.'' 
paper was well-written (30 or 62.5%), 
addressed an important topic (8 or 
16.7%), noted a valuable literature (3 ·or 
6.3%), or was well reasoned (3 or 6.3%). 
Some 216 rejected papers were pub-
lished elsewhere. C&RL rejected one 
paper as an article but published it as a 
letter to the editor. Table 7 depicts where 
the remaining 215 papers were placed; 
since this study did not monitor publish-
ing practices of other sources, it cannot 
be assumed that these sources accepted 
the papers unchanged. As might be ex-
pected, College & Research Libraries News, 
ERIC documents, and conference pro-
ceedings accounted for a sizable percen-
tage-23.2. Another 31.2% of the papers 
appeared in The Journal of Academic 
Librarianship, Collection Management, RQ, 
Library Administration & Management, 
and Research Strategies. In effect, over 
half of the papers published elsewhere 
appeared in the above-mentioned eight 
sources.47 
Viewed from another perspective, 
state library periodicals published 5 re-
jected papers (2.3%) and periodicals 
published outside the United States 
issued 19 rejected papers (8.8%). The 
papers rejected for publication appeared 
in 52 different periodicals, as well as in 
the ERIC clearinghouse and in confer-
ence proceedings; expressed another 
way, more than 40% of the rejections 
were ultimately published. It should not 
be assumed that rejected equates with 
lesser quality or that the journals 
depicted in table 7 are inferior to C& RL. 
One reviewer from the editorial board 
commented as follows: "Because C&RL 
has a wide readership, I find that I often 
have to reject perfectly good articles 
simply on the grounds of a lack of 
general interest or applicability." 
For the 433 rejected papers for which 
correspondence provided a date of receipt 
and of acceptance, the median number of 
days for the editors to render an editorial 
decision was 83; the mean was 91. 
In only eight instances was there docu-
mentation to indicate that the authors of 
rejected papers complained about the 
outcome of the editorial decision. They 
disagreed with the assessment of refer-
ees and the outcome itself. In one in-
stance, an editor sought additional 
assessments of the paper; ultimately, the 
editorial decision remained unchanged. 
The problem specified in note 26 did not 
materialize for C&RL: there were no re-
versals of a decision. 
Research Notes 
The July 1981 issue of C&RL marked 
the appearance of Research Notes, an oc-
casional section · whose "purpose is to 
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TABLE7 
PLACEMENT OF REJECfED PAPERS IN OTHER SOURCES 
Source No. % 
Journal of Academic Librarianship 21 9.8 
C&RLNews 20 9.3 
ERIC 17 7.9 
Collection Management 15 7.0 
Various conference proceedings 13 6.0 
RQ 12 5.6 
Library Administration & Management 11 5.1 
Research Strategies 8 3.7 
Collection Building 7 3.3 
Libri 7 3.3 
Information Technology and Libraries 6 2.8 
Library & Information Science Research 6 2.8 
The Southeastern Librarian 5 2.3 
Other"' 67 31.2 
Total 215 100.1 
Percentages subject to rounding 
• No journal in this category was mentioned more than twice 
report the results of selected current re-
search on specific topics. Items included 
in this section have been reviewed by 
members of the editorial board."48 From 
that issue through 1990, C&RL pub-
lished 67 papers as Research Notes. There 
was documentation for 48 (71.6%) of 
these papers as well as for 25 papers 
rejected for possible inclusion in this sec-
tion. In the case of the rejected papers, 
the editors offered no encouragement 
(11) or helpful suggestions (7), or they 
suggested submission to C&RL News (4) 
or elsewhere (3). 
COMPARISON OF FINDINGS TO 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Budd and Seavey, who examined 
authorship in 36library and information 
science journals, identified the most pro-
ductive institutions or those with the 
greatest number of authors.49 A compari-
son of their table 4 to our table 2 indicates 
that the low-level correlation is not 
statistically significant (Spearman's rho 
= .37, t = 1.67, p > .05).50 Watson also 
constructed a table (number 3) of most 
productive libraries.51 A comparison of 
that table to table 2 also produces a low-
level correlation that is not statistically 
significant (rho = .15, t = .64, p > .05). 
Regardless, the University of Illinois at 
Champaign/Urbana ranks first on all 
three lists. Furthermore, half of the institu-
tions on either the Watson and Budd and 
Seavey lists do not appear in table 2. Of 
course, it bears reiterating that neither of 
these other studies focused exclusively on 
one journal and previewed submissions. 
Watson discovered that library "ad-
ministrators, branch and department 
heads, and subject and technical special-
ists produce the majority of the contribu-
tions and publish disproportionately in 
relation to their numbers."52 By rear-
ranging the data depicted in table 3 so 
that authors were listed under a single 
category, the groups specified by Watson 
constitute 45.5% of the submissions. 
Clearly, her groups produce a sizable 
percentage of the submissions. With the 
inclusion of nonlibrary administrators, 
the percentage becomes 51.2. By adding 
reference and bibliographic instruction 
librarians-two groups not represented 
in Watson's study-the percentage in-
creases to 64. 
Paul Metz presented a statistical pro-
file of College & Research Libraries; his 
profile updated Gloria S. Cline's article 
that covered the years 1980-1988.53 Ac-
cording to him, "a dramatic increase in 
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the representation of women among 
C&RL's authors has been perhaps the 
most notable change in the journal's re-
cent history."54 He reported the gender 
for only the senior author and displayed 
the findings in two blocks: 1980--1984 
and 1985-1988. In contrast, this study 
covered all authors, examined submis-
sions and rejections as well as accep-
tance or publication, and did not divide 
the findings into blocks corresponding 
to different editorships. The percentage 
of women submitting papers exceeds 
that for men. It can be presumed that 
since C&RL practices a blind reviewing 
process and that reviewers did not com-
ment on gender in their written assess-
ments, gender probably does not play a 
role in rendering an editorial decision. 
Nonetheless, the percentage of women 
authors falls below the percentage of 
women submitters and women do ac-
count for a slightly higher, but perhaps 
insignificant, percentage of rejected 
papers. 55 
Given the leadership role that 
schools of library and information 
science should play in research and 
publishing, it is important to know 
more about the breadth, depth, and 
quality of the research emanating 
from them and whether other 
journals experience similar rates of 
rejection for these faculty members. 
Metz examined senior authors on the 
basis of the type of library in which they 
worked. This study does not present a 
similar analysis. However, · academic 
librarians do comprise the largest per-
centage of submitters and authors. 
Metz notes a "trend toward multiple 
authorship." Furthermore,"evenamong 
articles having multiple authors, there is 
a pronounced trend toward the sharing 
of authorship among three or more in-
dividuals."56 An examination of submis-
sions would not support this trend; 
single authorship predominates (72.2%). 
However, ignoring other variables, mul-
tiple-authored works stand a better 
July 1993 
chance of acceptance and publication; 
35.1% of the accepted papers had col-
laborative authorship while 22.7% of the 
rejected papers did. 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
Assuming that other journal editors 
would cooperate, this study might be 
replicated and the findings compared. 
As well, researchers might use focus 
group and other interviewing tech-
niques to gauge the reaction of editors, 
editorial board members, prospective 
authors, and authors who have dealt 
with particular journals. 
In relation to table 2, researchers might 
examine whether librarians at those in-
stitutions have faculty or academic sta-
tus. They might also consider two 
questions that Budd and Seavey raised: 
If there is a form of faculty or aca-
demic status, is publication of articles in 
journals of library and information 
science required for pirrposes of tenure 
or continuing status and if there is a 
form of faculty or academic status, is 
publication required for promotion?57 
The examination of these questions 
might involve the use of case studies, 
focus group and in-person interviewing, 
as well as (or in place of) a mailed ques-
tionnaire. The research might also look 
at gender and place it within the context 
of other variables, e.g., the position and 
expectation of the institution that librar-
ies will publish. 
A factor influencing an editor's deci-
sion to publish a paper might be the 
extent to which the paper would spark 
debate and controversy. The purpose 
might be to generate national discussion 
and stimulate the submission of letters 
to the editor. Such purposes merit inves-
tigation perhaps through the use of so-
cial judgment analysis and focus group 
interviewing. 58 
Given the leadership role that schools 
of library and information science 
should play in research and publishing, it 
is important to know more about the 
breadth, depth, and quality of the research 
emanating from them and whether other 
journals experience similar rates of rejec-
tion for these faculty members. 
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CONCLUSION 
Premier journals in the sciences 
choose from a wide variety of manu-
scripts and what they decline to publish 
often appears elsewhere.59 Since 41.7% of 
the papers that C&RL rejected for pub-
lication subsequently appeared in other 
periodicals, in conference proceedings, 
and as ERIC publications, the literature 
of library and information science ap-
parently conforms to the same pattern as 
the sciences. 
A factor influencing an editor's 
decision to publish a paper might be 
the extent to which the paper would 
spark debate and controversy. 
The present editor of C&RL lists the 
most common reasons for the rejection of 
papers as: 
• Not generalizable 
• Failure to answer the "so what" ques-
tion 
• Poor writing 
• Inadequate scholarship 
• Weak statistical methods 
• Wrong choice of journal 
• Bad luck (See Editorial, C&RL 54 [May 
1993]: 195-97). 
The last category recognizes, for in-
stance, that C&RL might have received 
multiple papers on the same topic.60 It 
would seem that the present editor's ob-
servations on rejections are supported 
by the previous decade of submissions 
and the experiences of past editors. In-
dividuals considering submission to 
C&RL should ensure that their papers 
can withstand criticism, based on these 
seven points and one more: "offers little 
new material/insights."61 
These eight points serve as a reminder 
that papers evaluated for publication in 
C&RL are as strong as their weakest 
aspect. A missing or weak element might 
make the difference between the oppor-
tunity to revise the paper and rejection. 
Authors must select appropriate topics 
or problems, justify the importance of 
those topics or problems (address the 
study's generalizability and the so-what 
question), and demonstrate good scholar-
ship or research. As well, they must pro-
duce well-written papers, portray the 
literature accurately, and acknowledge 
intellectual debts.62 
In a number of instances, both editors 
and reviewers have advised authors, 
when the defects of their studies are not 
fatal, about how to revise their papers and 
where to submit them. At the same time, 
the guidance offered might assist potential 
authors as they prepare future papers. 
It was surprising to find the high level 
of work performed by the editors and 
reviewers over the decade: their re-
sponsible approach to their work, their 
unending patience with authors, and 
their careful study of the manuscripts. 
This was not expected, especially given 
the critical and often negative comments 
on the reviewing process found in the 
scientific and social science literature.63 
The authors found careful review, rea-
sonable turnaround, helpful suggestions 
to those submitting manuscripts, and 
tactful rejections. All the business was 
conducted without rancor, major dis-
agreements, egotistical rantings, or self-
promotion. Refereeing for C&RL filtered 
manuscripts and served the readership 
of the journal. 
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International Students in Acadell1ic 
Libraries: AU ser Survey 
Mary Beth Allen 
A study was undertaken to identify characteristics of the international student 
population and determine these students' patterns of library use. Analyses were 
carried out to measure a number of relationships concerning the students' prior 
use of microcomputers, both in libraries and otherwise, and their current 
perceived difficulties using libraries. Findings suggest that not all international 
students arrive in the United States with appropriate information retrieval 
skills to take advantage of automated bibliographic access systems. Libraries 
may need to make special efforts to extend instructional services to these 
students. 
• 
ultural diversity on college 
campuses has increased in re-
.cent years. One segment of the 
multicultural environment of 
universities is international students. In 
academic year 1989/1990, there were 
more than 386,000 international stu-
dents enrolled in colleges and universi-
ties in the United States, up 5.6% from 
the previous year. This was the largest 
increase in seven years.1 Those who 
work in higher education share an agree-
ment to embrace both ~ltural diversity 
and unity, and to actively remove bar-
riers to communication and learning. 
To ease the transition of international 
students from their indigenous culture 
to American culture, most universities 
operate an office of international student 
affairs which performs the basic wel-
coming and orientation function for stu-
dents newly arrived from other countries. 
Many academic departments also do their 
share to make new students feel com-
fortable and, whether intentionally or 
not, may serve as a smaller community 
through which new persons can learn 
about academic life in the United States 
and gain a sense of what is expected of 
them as they make progress toward com-
pleting a degree. As a crucial component 
of serious scholarship at any level, the li-
brary is also responsible, not only for 
making its collections and services availa-
ble to the scholarly community and the 
public but also for teaching newcomers the 
strategies and processes by which they 
can independently maneuver through 
the increasingly complex variety of bib-
liographic access systems. 
BACKGROUND AND 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Currently, there is a strong interest in 
higher education (and among public serv-
ice librarians) in investigating the need 
for programs and services targeted at 
special populations, such as international 
Mary Beth Allen is Applied Life Studies Librarian and Assistant Professor of Library Administration 
at the University of Dlinois Library, Urbana, Illinois 61801. This research ivas funded in part by a grant 
from the University of Illinois Library Research and Publications Committee. The author wishes to 
acknowledge assistance from the Library Research Center and participants of the 1991 Advanced Research 
Institute (GSUS/Council on Library Resources), and to express appreciation to James A. Hutchinson of 
the University of lllinois Department of English. 
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students. The literature of librarianship 
contains important contributions that 
aid our understanding of the difficulties 
international students face as they begin 
to use academic libraries in the United 
States. Excellent overviews of the major 
writings on the role of bibliographic in-
struction and other library services for 
international students have been reported 
in Ormondroyd and JacobsonP In addi-
tion, an examination of the library's role in 
the pluralistic campus, including appro-
priate administrative initiatives, can be 
found in Trujillo and Weber as well as in 
Welch and Lam.4.s 
The literature of librarianship contains 
important contributions that aid our 
understanding of the difficulties that 
international students face as they 
begin to use academic libraries in the 
United States. 
However, thorough data analysis or 
"experimental and case studies of the stu-
dents' problems are almost nonexistent."6 
Recent research projects conducted by 
Dania Bilal, Kwasi Sarkodie-Mensah, Tmg 
Ming Lai, and others are examples of 
thorough data analysis that have reversed 
this trend and made a significant contribu-
tion to the body of literature on inter-
national students' use of United States 
academic libraries.7 Still, most of these 
studies were completed before the use of 
microcomputers (such as forOPACs) be-
came such an integral part of the basic 
library research process. To new inter-
national students on our campuses, the 
presence of microcomputers in the li-
brary and the necessity of their use to 
access vast stores of information might 
constitute one of the major differences 
between libraries in their home coun-
tries and those in the United States. 
In research involving international 
students who were in the United States 
seeking a degree in library and informa-
tion science, Silas Marques de Oliveira 
compared the strengths of program 
areas in American library and informa-
tion science departments with program 
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areas that students entering United States 
educational institutions considered im-
portant or desirable. One of Oliveira's 
findings was that the library and infor-
mation science program areas that stu-
dents considered to be most needed in 
their home countries were all techno-
logical in nature (automation, informa-
tion services, information transfer, and 
networking).8 The obvious implication 
is that these international students per-
ceived the technological advances of 
American libraries to be of interest, and 
further that such technology was per-
haps unavailable to them at home. 
Oliveira concludes that "the technologi-
cal areas . . . are not only the areas in 
which most of the [United States] 
schools consider themselves as having 
very strong programs, but are also the 
areas most mentioned as being greatly 
needed in most of the [foreign] countries 
represented in this study."9 A further 
implication is that use of computers in 
libraries is not prevalent outside the 
United States. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The present study responds to the 
need for research aimed at determining 
what place the library holds in the edu-
cation process of the diverse population 
of students on our campuses, which in-
cludes international students. It re-
sponds to the growing need among 
academic institutions to assess what per-
ceptions international students have of 
research libraries, how they use libraries 
during their academic tenure, and what 
difficulties they encounter in their ef-
forts to utilize the libraries' services and 
collections. More specifically, the study 
examines international students' use of 
microcomputers for bibliographic access 
in libraries, and their use of computers for 
other purposes (word processing, data-
base management, spreadsheets, etc.) out-
side libraries. The method chosen for· the 
study, which will be described in more 
detail in a subsequent section, will con-
sist of a survey of the user population 
and their use of the library. The informa-
tion obtained will be useful in planning 
and implementing library services for 
international students, and perhaps for 
the larger user community. 
METHODOLOGY 
The present study was carried out in 
response to the doctoral research of 
Kwasi Sarkodie-Mensah. The question-
naire used in the current project closely 
resembles that of Sarkodie-Mensah, 
which was completed at two New Or-
leans, Louisiana, academic libraries; 
however, neither of those two libraries 
employed an online catalog at the time, 
so there is significant interest in com-
plementing the previous work with data 
gathered at a library like that of the Uni-
versity of Illinois, where utilizing the li-
brary's collections (and resources within 
the state) is synonymous with independ-
ently utilizing a variety of computer-
ized information sources. Workstations 
throughout the main library and in a 
variety of departmental library locations 
across campus provide access to an on-
line catalog with library holdings and 
circulation information not only for the 
Urbana campus but also for over forty 
other cooperating university, college, 
public, and other libraries within the 
state of Illinois. In addition, many of the 
workstations provide access to local refer-
ence files and locally mounted databases. 
Other workstations only provide access 
to databases on CD-ROM. The purpose 
of conducting this user survey was to 
test statistically the relationship between 
the difficulty that international students 
might experience using the University of 
Illinois library and the degree of their 
familiarity with computers. The study 
examines two areas: (1) online catalogs 
used in libraries, and (2) other uses of 
microcomputers outside libraries. The 
-international students were asked: 
• if the online catalog was new to them 
• if online catalog workshops were new 
• whether they found the online catalog 
difficult to use 
• if they had used computers in a library 
before coming to the University of Il-
linois 
• whether they had previously used 
computers for other purposes, such as 
word processing, programming, etc. 
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A questionnaire was developed to 
assess not only computer use but also 
other primary library use patterns and 
utilization of collections, services, and 
facilities by international students. Basic 
demographic data were also collected. 
The questionnaire was based in content 
on the survey instrument used in Sarkodie-
Mensah's reseaxclt, although many ques-
tions were modified and additional 
questions, for example, those related to 
computer use, were included.10 The sq.r-
vey instrument contained thirty-three 
questions, many of which required or 
allowed for multiple responses.11 The 
six-page questionnaire was initially in-
tended to be as comprehensive as 
possible concerning the students' li-
brary-use patterns. Therefore, the result-
ing data set is quite large and covers a 
wide range of crucial library use issues. 
For practical purposes, the present re-
port will focus specifically on questions 
aimed at international students' use of 
computers. 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
The university's Office of Administra-
tive Information Systems and Services 
and Office of International Student Af-
fairs assisted in drawing the random 
sample population by providing access 
to university directory information for 
the 3,401 international students who 
were on the mailing list of the Office of 
International Student Affairs. During 
the fall semester of 1988, the survey was 
mailed to a random sample of 750 inter-
national students on the Urbana cam-
pus. A total of 395 (52.7%) surveys were 
returned. A double-coding procedure 
was undertaken, with the first coding 
done by the Library Research Center staff, 
and the second one done by the author for 
the purpose of gaining familiarity with the 
data. Survey data were tabulated and an-
alyzed using SPSS/PC+. 
The Office of Admissions and Records 
reports that international students ac-
count for only 1% of the 26,000 under-
graduate students on the Urbana 
campus, but they constitute 25% of the 
9,000 graduate students, so the expecta-
tion was that the survey population 
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would be primarily graduate students. 
In response to the question ''What 
degree are you working on?" some 
59.0% of the population reported that 
they were working toward Ph.D.'s and 
29.5 indicated that they were pursuing 
master's degrees, while only 8.4% were 
undergraduates. Thus the data gathered 
in this survey most closely represent pat-
terns of graduate students' library use 
rather than those of the total inter-
national student population. 
FINDINGS 
Table 1 shows the frequency distribu-
tion of users by field of study or major. 
On the questionnaire, the students were 
asked their major or area of concentra-
tion. Since the variety of responses was 
so great, the data were collapsed into 
eight broad categories representing the 
gamut of majors. The largest number of 
students, 25.3%, indicated Engineering 
was their major. Next highest were Agri-
culture and Biological Science, with 
18.3% of the population. A close third 
was Commerce and Business Adminis-
tration, with 16.4%. Social Sciences rep-
resented 13.6% of the population, while 
Physical Sciences, Education, and Arts 
and Humanities each represented 10.4% 
or less of the group. 
Country of origin is reported in table 
2. Again, the data were collapsed be-
cause of the wide variety of responses. 
Seven broad geographic regions repre-
sent the collapsed responses. Asia was 
by far the region with the largest number 
of respondents, with 54.6% of the dis-
tribution. Europe and Oceania each rep-
resented 10.7% of the population, while 
South America represented 8.2%, the 
Middle East 6.8%, North America 5.2%, 
and Africa 3.8%. 
Concerning the gender question, 
31.8% of the students responding were 
female, while 68.2% were male. Another 
demographic factor examined was the 
total number of years the international 
students had already spent in the United 
States. Some 48.0% of the students who 
responded to the survey reported one to 
three years (table 3); 24.7% reported less 
than one year, while 21.9% said four to 
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TABLEt 
FIELD OF STUDY 
OF RESPONDENTS 
Field of Studr Frequen~ Valid% 
Commerce and 
Business 63 16.4 
Engineering 97 25.3 
Agriculture and 
Biology 70 18.3 
Social Sciences 52 13.6 
Education 35 9.1 
Physical Sciences 41 10.7 
Arts and Humanities 24 6.3 
Non-degree 1 .3 
TABLE2 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 
Geographic Area Frequency Valid% 
Asia 200 54.6 
Africa 14 3.8 
Europe 39 10.7 
Middle East 25 6.8 
North America 19 5.2 
South America 30 8.2 
Oceania 39 10.7 
six years. Only 5.4% of the respondents 
had been in the U.S. six years or longer. 
Later, this variable will be examined 
further to determine if students who 
have been in the United States for several 
years experience less difficulty using the 
online catalog than those who have re-
cently arrived. 
One of the first questions the students 
were asked in the survey was "How 
often do you use the library?" In re-
sponse to this question, 57.4% of the stu-
dents said they used the library less than 
once a day, but at least once a week. 
Some 24.3% responded that they used 
the library at least once a day; 15% re-
ported their use at less than once a 
month but at least once a semester, and 
3.4% reported less than once a semester. 
The data indicate that the majority of 
international students surveyed con-
TABLE3 
NUMBER OF YEARS SPENT 
INU.S. 
No. of Years Frequency Valid% 
Less than 1 year 97 24.7 
1-3 years 188 48.0 
4-6 years 86 21.9 
6 years or more 21 5.4 
sider that the library occupies an impor-
tant part of the educational environ-
ment. To gain an understanding of the 
students' general comfort level with li-
braries upon arrival in the United States, 
they were surveyed to see how prepared 
they were to use American college and 
university libraries. In response to the 
question, "How prepared were you to 
use American college and university li-
braries?" 49.9% of the international stu-
dents said they were somewhat pre-
pared, 28.0% felt very prepared, and 
22.1% said they were not at all prepared. 
The data indicate that over two-thirds of 
those surveyed might benefit from at 
least some instruction or orientation to 
prepare them for using the library. 
The data gathered in this survey most 
closely represent patterns of graduate 
students' library use rather than those 
of the total international student 
population. 
One of the major purposes of the sur-
vey was to identify what aspects of li-
brary use were new to international 
students, or what features were different 
from libraries in their home countries. 
Table 4 shows the frequency distribution 
for a number of typical library services or 
characteristics. For this question on the 
survey, students could choose as many 
responses as applied, so that the percen-
tages in table 4 represent the percentage of 
the total sample that responded to each 
part of the question. Computer database 
literature searching was chosen . most 
frequently, with 61.2% of the students re-
porting that this aspect of library use was 
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new to them. Some 59.6% said interli-
brary loan ("requesting materials not in 
the library here from another library'') 
was a new service, and 50.5% said the 
online catalog was new to them. These 
three most frequently chosen services all 
involve use of computers. Online catalog 
workshops and term paper research 
counseling also were considered to be 
relatively new, with 40.1% of the popu-
lation responding to each service. The 
open-stacks characteristic of American 
libraries has often been reported in the 
literature as a new concept for foreign stu-
dents; however, the data here indicate that 
only 12.0% of the students surveyed were 
unfamiliar with finding materials them-
selves in the open stacks. Thirty-one per-
cent reported that large library collections 
were new to them, while 28.9% said micro-
fiche and microfilm were new. Oassroom 
instruction in the library was new to 
28.1 %, and self-service copy machines 
were new to 21.6%. Later in the analysis, 
the newness of the online catalog, ui\famil-
iar to approximately half of the inter-
national students surveyed, will be 
compared with other variables. 
To identify library orientation and in-
struction services the students might 
TABLE4 
ASPECTS OF LIBRARIES WHICH 
WERE NEW TO STUDENTS 
New Aspect Frequency Valid% 
Interlibrary loan 229 59.6 
Self-service copy 
machines 83 21.6 
Microfiche, microfilm 111 28.9 
Online catalog 194 50.5 
Online catalog 
workshops 154 40.1 
Computer database 
lit. search 235 61.2 
Open stacks 46 12.0 
Large library 
collections 119 31.0 
Classroom instruction 
in the library 108 28.1 
Term paper research 
counseling 154 40.1 
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TABLES 
SERVICES STUDENTS HAD TAKEN 
ADVANTAGE OF 
Orientation/ 
Instruction Service Frequency Valid% 
Audiocassette 
self-guided tour 13 3.4 
Tour guided by 
library personnel 150 38.7 
Presentation by 
library personnel 76 19.6 
Research skills 
instruction in 
library 34 8.8 
Research methods 
course 50 12.9 
Term paper research 
counseling 35 9.0 
None of the above 173 44.6 
Other 14 3.6 
have used, they were given a list of serv-
ices and asked, ''Which of the following 
have you had since you came to this 
university?" Their responses are sum-
marized in table 5. As in the previous 
case, the students could choose as many 
as applied, so the percentages represent 
the total percentage who responded af-
firmatively. The category receiving the 
highest frequency was "none of the 
above," perhaps an indication that the 
students were not aware of the services, 
especially those which are part of the 
course-integrated instruction program 
targeted primarily at undergraduates. 
Some 38.7% of those surveyed had taken 
advantage of a tour of the library guided 
by library personnel; this service is typi-
cally offered at the beginning of the fall 
semester, before the first day of classes. 
It is an hour-long tour of the physical 
facilities and provides more information 
than instruction. Nineteen point six per-
cent responded that they had attended a 
presentation on the library conducted by 
library personnel, and 12.9% had taken 
a course in research methods that in-
cluded instruction in using library re-
sources (but not necessarily conducted 
by library personnel). Fewer than 10% of 
the survey population had taken ad van-
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tage of services such as term paper re-
search counseling/ consultation, research 
skills instruction sessions in the library, 
and an audiocassette self-guided tour of 
the library. These findings indicate that 
a large proportion of the international 
student population does not participate 
in instructional activities commonly 
offered in academic libraries, yet a siz-
able number does attend orientation ac-
tivities offered at the beginning of the 
term. 
One of the major purposes of the 
survey was to identify what 
aspects of library use were new to 
international students, or what 
features were different from libraries 
in their home countries. 
To focus on the students' perception of 
the online catalog, they were asked, "Is 
the online catalog difficult for you to 
use?" To summarize the frequency dis-
tribution of their responses, 12.9% said 
"yes," 54.4% said "no," 28.8% said 
"sometimes," and 4.0% answered by 
writing their own response. The data in-
dicate that most of the sample popula-
tion say they did not have difficulty 
using the online catalog. 
Additional frequency counts indicate 
that a large majority of the respondents 
had used computers before, but not for 
bibliographic access in libraries. Table 6 
shows that when asked if they had used 
computers in a library before coming to 
the University of Illinois, 69.6% had not 
and 30.4% had. When asked if they had 
used computers for other purposes, such 
TABLE6 
PREVIOUS USE OF COMPUTERS 
Purpose Frequency Valid % 
In a library 
Yes 119 30.4 
No 273 69.6 
For other purposes 
Yes 333 84.9 
No 59 15.1 
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TABLE7 
PREVIOUS USE OF LIBRARY COMPUTERS, 
BY DIFFICULTY USING ONLINE CATALOG 
Difficulty Using Online Catalog 
Yes No Sometimes 
Previous Use of Ubrary Computers No. % No. % No. % 
Yes 20 17.7 51 45.1 42 37.2 
No 29 11.6 154 61.6 67 26.8 
Chi- square= 8.6; df = 2; p < .05; Cramer's V = .154. 
TABLES 
PREVIOUS USE OF OTHER COMPUTERS, 
BY DIFFICULTY USING ONLINE CATALOG 
Difficulty Using Online Catalog 
Yes No Sometimes 
Previous Use of Other Computers No. % No. % No. % 
Yes 34 11.0 183 59.4 91 29.5 
No 15 27.3 22 40.0 18 32.7 
Chi- square= 12.4; df = 2; p < .01; Cramer's V = .184. 
as word processing, database manage-
ment, programming, etc., 84.9% had 
done so and only 15.1% had not. 
The hypothesis of interest is that inter-
national students with prior experience 
using computers in libraries might not 
have experienced difficulty using the on-
line catalog at the University of Illinois. 
The null hypothesis being tested is that 
prior experience using computers makes 
little difference with regard to difficulty 
the students experience using the online 
catalog. For the procedure of hypothesis 
testing, the null hypothesis can be re-
jected if the observed significance level 
(probability) is less than 0.05. A cross-
tabulation was performed to determine 
the relationship between the respon-
dents' difficulty using the online catalog 
and their prior use of computers in li-
braries. Based on the frequency distribu-
tions, it was expected that students who 
had prior experience using any kind of 
computers in libraries would find the 
online catalog less difficult to use, per-
haps because of familiarity with the con-
cept of bibliographic access or with 
typical searching patterns. Table 7 shows 
that this was primarily the case. Of those 
students who had previously used com-
puters in libraries, only 17.7% said the 
online catalog was difficult, while 45.1% 
said it was not difficult to use. Some 
37.2% reported that it was sometimes 
difficult to use. Because the probability 
is small (0.013), the null hypothesis can 
be rejected; the low probability indicates 
that it is quite unlikely that the two vari-
ables are independent in the population. 
To test the strength of the association, a 
Cramer's V was conducted; in this statis-
tical test, a value of zero corresponds to 
no association and a value of one to per-
fect association. For table 7, the value of 
Cramer's V is 0.154, indicating a fairly 
low measure of association. In the·analy-
sis represented by table 7, and in all 
further tables that represent cross-tabu-
lations of the "difficulty using the online 
catalog'' variable, the "other'' response 
was recorded as missing because it was 
chosen by less than 5% of the respon-
dents (fewer than 19 people). Next, a 
cross-tabulation was performed to de-
termine the relationship between the re-
spondents' difficulty using the online 
catalog and their prior use of computers 
for other purposes. Table 8 summarizes 
this relationship. Of the students who 
had previously used computers for pur-
poses other than library information re-
trieval, only 11.0% said the online 
catalog was difficult, while 59.4% said it 
was not difficult to use. Conversely, of 
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TABLE9 
PRIOR USE OF LIBRARY COMPUTERS, 
BY PREPAREDNESS TO USE UNITED STATES LIBRARIES 
Preparedness to Use United States Ubraries 
Very Prepared Somewhat Not at All 
Prior Use of Library Computers No. % No. % No. % 
Yes 
No 
46 41.8 49 25.3 22 25.6 
64 58.2 145 74.7 64 74.4 
Chi- square= 10.2; df = 2; p < .01; Cramer's V = .161. 
TABLE tO 
PRIOR USE OF OTHER COMPUTERS, 
BY PREPAREDNESS TO USE UNITED STATES LIBRARIES 
Preparedness to Use United States Libraries 
Very Prepared Somewhat Not at All 
Prior Use of Other Computers 
Yes 
No 
No. 
103 
7 
Chi- square= 9.16; df = 2; p = .01; Cramer's V = .153. 
those students who did not have pre-
vious experience with computers for other 
purposes, a larger percentage (27.3%) had 
difficulty with the online catalog, but a 
smaller percentage (40.0%) did not have 
difficulty. Based on a chi-square analy-
sis, a statistically significant relationship 
(p = 0.002) between reported difficulty 
using the online catalog and previous 
experience with computers for other 
purposes exists, but the value of 
Cramer's Vis 0.185, indicating that the 
strength of association is fairly low. 
An analysis of the relationship be-
tween prior use of computers in libraries 
and the degree to which students are 
prepared to use American libraries is re-
ported in table 9. Of students who felt 
very prepared to use American college 
and university libraries, 41.8% had used 
computers in libraries previously but 
58.2% had not. Of students who felt 
somewhat prepared, only 25.3% had 
used computers in libraries, while 74.7% 
of this group had not used computers in 
the library setting. And of those not at all 
prepared, again, 25.6% had used com-
puters in libraries previously, while 
74.4% had not. The chi-square computa-
% 
93.6 
6.4 
No. 
158 
36 
% 
81.4 
18.6 
No. 
70 
16 
% 
81.4 
18.6 
tion for this relationship is statistically 
significant, with p = 0.006, so it .:an be 
said that having used computers in li-
braries before and feeling prepared to 
use American libraries are not indepen-
dent. However, the Cramer's V value is 
0.162, indicating that the strength of as-
sociation is low. Table 10 summarizes the 
similar, yet much more pronounced, re-
lationship between prior use of comput-
ers for other purposes and students 
preparation to use American libraries. 
Of those students who were very pre-
pared, 93.6% had used computers before 
for other purposes. Of those who were 
somewhat prepared, 81.4% had used 
computers for other purposes, but of 
those not at all prepared, 81.4% had also 
used computers before for other pur-
poses. There does appear to be a statisti-
cally significant (with p = 0.010) 
association between international stu-
dents' prior use of computers for other 
purposes and their feeling prepared to 
use American libraries. However, the 
strength of association is low, at 0.153, 
and because 85.9% of those surveyed 
had used computers for other purposes, 
the results may be misleading. 
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TABLEll 
NEWNESS OF ONLINE CATALOG, 
BY PREPAREDNESS TO USE UNITED STATES LIBRARIES 
Preparedness to Use United States Ubraries 
Very Prepared Somewhat Not at all 
Newness of Online Catalog No. % No. % No. % 
Yes 66 34.6 81 42.4 44 23.0 
No 42 21.6 111 57.2 41 21.1 
Chi- square= 10.1; df = 2; p < .01; Cramer's V = .162 
TABLE12 
NEWNESS OF ONLINE CATALOG, BY DIFFICULTY USING ONLINE CATALOG 
Yes 
Newness of Online Catalog No. 
Yes 23 
No 26 
Chi- square= 3.18; df = 2; p > .05; Cramer's V = .093 
In analyzing the relationship between 
the newness of the online catalog to 
users and their preparation for Ameri-
can libraries, table 11 shows that of those 
who reported that the online catalog was 
new to them, 57.2% felt only somewhat 
prepared to use American libraries, 
while 21.6% felt very prepared and 
21.1% felt not at all prepared. The chi-
square test revealed this association to be 
statistically significant, with a probabil-
ity of 0.006. Using the Cramer's V test, 
the strength of association is low at 0.162. 
Table 12 summarizes the cross-tabula-
tion of responses to the questions deal-
ing with newness of the online catalog to 
users and their difficulty with it. As 
stated earlier, because of small cell size, 
it was necessary to record the "other" 
response to the "difficulty" variable as 
missing for this analysis. Based on a chi-
square analysis, the relationship repre-
sented in table 12 is not statistically 
significant since the probability is 0.203 
(testing at 0.05). The strength of associa-
tion is very low, with the Cramer's V test 
yielding a value of 0.093. The results in-
dicate that of persons who said the on-
line catalog was not new to them, only 
12.7% had difficulty using it, 34.3% 
Difficulty Using Online Catalog 
No Sometimes 
% No. % No. % 
12.7 96 53.0 62 34.3 
14.2 110 60.1 47 25.7 
sometimes had difficulty, and 53.0% did 
not have difficulty. Likewise, for those 
who said the online catalog was new, the 
percentages for difficulty of use were 
similar; the figures show that nearly the 
same number of persons reported yes as 
reported no to the newness question. 
Table 13 summarizes the relationship 
between international students' prep-
aration for American libraries and their 
difficulty using the online catalog. Based 
on chi-square analysis, the observed sig-
nificance level of 0.007 indicates that 
there is a statistically significant associa-
tion between the students' preparation 
for American college and university li-
braries and the difficulty they ex-
perience using the online catalog. The 
Cramer's V test yielded a value of 0.139, 
which represents a low strength of asso-
ciation. Of those who said they did have 
difficulty using the catalog, only 18.4% 
felt very prepared to use United· States 
academic libraries, while 51.0% were 
only somewhat prepared and 30.6% 
were not at all prepared. Of those who 
said they did not have difficulty with the 
online catalog, 34.8%felt very prepared, 
49.5% felt somewhat prepared, but only 
15.7%were not at all prepared. The rela-
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TABLE13 
PREPAREDNESS TO USE UNITED STATES LIBRARIES, 
BY DIFFICULTY USING ONLINE CATALOG 
Difficulty Using Online Catalog 
Preparedness to Use Yes No Sometimes 
Online Catalog No. % No. % No. % 
Very prepared 9 18.4 71 34.8 22 20.2 
Somewhat prepared 25 51.0 101 49.5 58 53.2 
Not at all prepared 15 30.6 32 15.7 29 26.6 
Chi- square= 14.04; df = 4; p < .01; Cramer's V = .139 
TABLE14 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN UNITED STATES 
BY DIFFICULTY USING ONLINE CATALOG 
Difficulty Using Online Catalog 
Yes No Sometimes 
Number of Years in United States No. % No. % No. % 
Less than 1 year 19 22.1 33 38.4 34 39.5 
1-3 years 23 13.1 106 60.6 46 26.3 
4--6 years 6 7.5 53 66.3 21 26.3 
6 years or more 0 0 13 65.0 7 35.0 
Chi- square= 20.72; df = 6; p < .01; Cramer's V = .169 
tionship between the number of years 
the international students had been in 
the United States and their difficulty 
using the online catalog is represented in 
table 14. Here, the hypothesis of interest 
is that international students who have 
been in the United States longer might 
not experience difficulty using the on-
line catalog. The cross-tabulation shows 
that 38.4% of respondents who had 
spent less than one year in the United 
States did not have difficulty with the 
online catalog, while 22.1% did. 
However, of those who had spent one to 
three years in the United States, 60.6% 
did not experience difficulty and only 
13.1% did. Further, of those who had 
already spent four to six years in the 
United States, 66.3% did not have diffi-
culty and a very small percentage (7.5%) 
did. The null hypothesis can safely be 
rejected since the observed significance 
level is 0.002; yet the strength of the as-
sociation is fairly low, with a Cramer's V 
value of 0.169. 
IMPLICATIONS 
It is important for any library to ex-
amine the characteristics of its user 
population and to develop and imple-
ment services appropriate to the users' 
needs. The analysis presented here de-
scribes certain characteristics of the in-
ternational student population at a large 
university and illustrates a number of 
the group's use patterns within the con-
text of a large, highly automated library 
system. The results of the study demon-
strate that a basic, but crucial factor to be 
considered when planning for biblio-
graphic instruction activities, is the status 
of international students. It is only natural 
to aim course-integrated library instruc-
tion programs at undergraduates; but li- . 
braries must be aware that there are other 
new students with special needs who 
may not be taking advantage of the most 
commonly offered services and instruc-
tion activities. If most of the international 
student population are graduate students, 
with advanced knowledge of the litera-
ture in their fields, (yet perhaps unfamil-
iar with technological advances in 
bibliographic access and the services 
offered by large United States academic 
libraries), then a distinct avenue must be 
created to reach them. This must be dis-
tinct from the process aimed at under-
graduates. At lliinois the Office of 
International Student Affairs is more 
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than happy to include the library on its 
agenda as a major component of the 
orientation for new international stu-
dents on campus. A special opportunity 
such as this is an excellent way for librari-
ans to present the library and themselves 
in a positive light, to provide an introduc-
tion to bibliographic access systems and 
basic services, and to extend an invitation 
for further instruction.12 
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A Library Conunittee on Diversity and 
Its Role in a Library Diversity Program 
Kristin H. Gerhard and Jeanne M. K. Boydston 
The library profession has been committed to affirmative action, yet it has been 
historically difficult to convert that philosophical commitment into activity. Aca-
demic libraries have paid uneven attention to affirmative action programs over time. 
This paper examines the historical role affirmative action programs have played in 
academic libraries, and the shift in focus in recent years from affirmative action to 
more broadly based diversity programs. It then describes the contribution a library 
staff may make to these programs by examining the evolution and function of 
Iowa State University Library's Committee on Diversity. 
~· ~~ rograms that deliberately seek 
~ ~ to increase diversity have a par-I~ ~ ~~~ ticular importance for libraries 
within colleges and universi-
ties. At a conference on the multicultural 
library, John F. Noonan, president of 
Bloomfield College in Bloomfield, New 
Jersey, describes libraries as "a mirror of 
society as well as an image in front of the 
mirror."1 Some students have direct con-
tact with a minority professor, but women, 
racial minorities, and the disabled work-
ing in libraries have higher visibility for 
the general undergraduate population 
than do their counterparts in classrooms. 
In this position "in front of the mirror," 
these librarians have a unique opportunity 
to serve as role models, and as a clear 
demonstration of their institution's com-
mitment to diversity. Affirmative action 
programs within libraries, then, may well 
affect colleges and universities. 
Librarianship has been committed to 
affirmative action, yet it has been histori-
cally difficult to convert that philosophi-
cal commitment into activity. This article 
examines the role affirmative action pro-
grams have played in academic libraries 
over time and the shift in focus in recent 
years from affirmative action to more 
broadly based diversity programs. It 
then describes the contribution a group 
of library staff may make to these pro-
grams by examining the evolution and 
function of Iowa State University Li-
brarys Committee on Diversity. 
Throughout this paper, the authors 
use the terms affinnative action, diversity, 
and multiculturalism. Affirmative action 
programs seek to increase the number of 
qualified women, minority, and disabled 
individuals, as well as disabled or Viet-
nam era veterans hired by an institution. 
These programs have been the tradi-
tional means for achieving diversity, 
which the authors understand as the 
representation of, recognition of, and 
support for more than one kind of life 
experience within the university. Multi-
culturalism refers to one specific aspect 
of diversity: the representation of, recog-
nition of, and support for more than one 
culture within the institution. 
FROM AFFIRMATIVE ACriON 
TOD~RSITYPROG~S 
In 1978, Elizabeth Dickinson and Mar-
garet Myers investigated affirmative 
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action and American librarianship. 
When they asked survey respondents to 
provide a prognosis for affirmative action 
in librarianship, "answers ranged from 
cynical to relatively optimistic .... "2 Their 
evaluation of trend data gave a similarly 
ambivalent picture for the future of affir-
mative action. They pointed to the 
growth of minority and women's pro-
fessional groups, "greater activity in the 
area of women and ethnic studies and 
the burgeoning of affirmative action lit-
erature" as indicators of raised con-
sciousness regarding affirmative action.3 
The authors believed these subjective 
gains would take time before they had 
objective effect and registered as economic 
gains. They concluded that affirmative 
action programs in libraries would grow 
modestly and would take time to do so. 
Twelve years later, Cliff Glaviano and 
R. Errol Lam suggested that the cynics 
may have been right. They wrote that 
affirmative action has not been a pri-
mary goal of the library profession since 
the early 1980s, and that now is the time 
to reorient the profession. They state: 
[while] it is not the primary function 
of academic libraries to define the 
multiethnic society or the methodolo-
gies the university might employ to 
educate for the pluralistic society, the 
libraries can be very influential in es-
tablishing and demonstrating a plu-
ralistic environment from which the 
information needs of all campus cul-
tures might be serviced.4 
A number of strategies are outlined 
that libraries may use in promoting this 
environment. Ideas from the business 
community include provision of cross-
cultural training for all company em-
ployees, with the intention of improving 
communication and increasing sensitiv-
ity to differences. The authors also note 
partipllar support giv.en to minority em-
ployees, wherein they "are given in-
struction in corporate values and 
behavioral norms of the organization to 
which they have been recruited.''5 
Other ways to promote a multiethnic 
society are creating displays, building 
collections in multicultural areas, and 
improving the diversity of library staff 
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and services that support the library.6 
Large budgets are not necessary for 
these programs to succeed. In creating 
such an effort within the library, Glavi-
ano and Lam suggest that librarians 
draw on methods that have worked in 
dealing with other library issues, includ-
ing networking and activism. 
This kind of change requires work. As 
the authors note, academic libraries in 
predominantly white institutions are 
part of the larger institutions they serve. 
Attitudes held in the library probably 
reflect attitudes held in the wider univer-
sity. Staff may not feel that they are re-
sponsible for addressing racial diversity 
on campus. Glaviano and Lam conclude: 
changes in practice that move the pro-
fession toward real improvement in af-
firmative action will probably originate 
with underfunded individuals or small 
groups in local academic libraries? 
The Association of College and Re-
search Libraries (ACRL) Task Force on 
Recruitment of Underrepresented Minori-
ties issued its final report, Recruiting the 
Underrepresented to Academic Libraries, in 
November 1990. The opening lines of the 
report's introduction highlight the need to 
refocus library efforts in this area: "Atten-
tion to the recruitment and advancement 
and retention of underrepresented groups 
in libraries is an idea whose time has 
come--again!"8 The report notes the 
waning of this kind of recruitment in the 
1980s and a lack of attention to retention 
or advancement. The report identifies 
three targets for change: institutional 
commitment to change and accountabil-
ity, personal and institutional racism 
barriers, and barriers to advancement 
and retention. It recommends sixteen 
specific actions ACRL can take. 
In response to the task force's report, 
the ACRL Executive Committee adopted 
a resolution on cultural diversity in li-
braries. The resolution states that ACRL 
is "committed to fostering equality and 
promoting diversity within the library 
profession as a whole and specifically 
within academic libraries."9 The com-
mittee also voted to establish an ACRL 
Standing Committee on Racial and Ethnic 
Diversity. The committee's charge is to: 
initiate, advise and mobilize support 
for appropriate action related to issues 
of racial and ethnic diversity in aca-
demic librarianship including the re-
cruitment, advancement and retention 
of underrepresented groups to aca-
demic librarianship; and the promo-
tion of quality academic library and 
information services for members of 
racial and ethnic groups. 10 
Increased focus on diversity issues 
within ACRL is further evidenced by 
College & Research Libraries News' recent 
inauguration of a regular column called 
"Racial and Ethnic Diversity: Informa-
tion Exchange." 
In 1990, the Association of Research 
Libraries (ARL) published a number of 
documents dealing with affirmative ac-
tion and diversity topics. They included 
flyers on affirmative action policies, 
minority recruitment and retention, and 
cultural diversity programs. The intro-
ductions of these flyers summarize the 
results of surveys of ARL member librar-
ies' programs in these areas. 
The introduction to the affirmative ac-
tion flyer suggests a significant shift in 
emphasis in recent years, noting that "af-
firmative action goals are already 
moving from being a separate agenda to 
joining the agenda for diversity.'' 11 This 
recent shift in emphasis is further il-
lustrated by the documents contained in 
the flyer on cultural diversity. The intro-
duction to this flyer speaks of business' 
new valuation of diversity, noting that 
"demographic changes occurring during 
the next ten years are expected to affect 
businesses more than any other develop-
ment, including technology. America's 
businesses are allocating significant re-
sources to multicultural awareness train-
ing."12 Responses to the cultural diversity 
programs survey indicated a wide vari-
ance among ARL libraries. Some have no 
diversity programming at all, while 
others have well-established, compre-
hensive programs. 
The cultural diversity flyer also 
addresses some barriers to creating these 
programs. Building strong programs re-
quires a good understanding of diversity 
issues, an overall strategy, support from 
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all levels of the organization, and the 
ability to deal with funding limitations. 
Finally, "librarians working in this area 
must recognize that support for diver-
sity programs is not universal. ... con-
flicting views must be acknowledged 
and debated."13 A recent article by 
Patrick A. Hall in American Libraries 
addresses one such viewpoint. 14 
Roberto G. Trujillo and David C. 
Weber encourage academic libraries to 
work proactively on cultural diversity 
issues. They suggest that librarians turn 
their attention ''beyond simple access for 
minorities to the more difficult issues of 
participation and collaboration.''15 They 
outline a number of actions libraries can 
take, but emphasize the importance of 
maintaining a vision of an environment 
where all individuals are valued and 
"where full participation and partner-
ship are the norm."16 They believe that 
all academic librarians should work to 
move their libraries toward the realiza-
tion of that vision: 
We all share a responsibility to im-
prove those library conditions that 
today we deplore. As our profession 
develops over the decade ahead, ethnic 
and racial minority groups must be 
brought into full partnership-they 
must be valued both for their pro-
fessional expertise and for the excep-
tional personal qualities they bring to 
their work and their profession.17 
DIVERSITY AND ACADEMIC 
LIBRARIES TODAY 
The recent rise of interest in diversity 
is further evidenced by a number of con-
ferences emphasizing this topic. For in-
stance, a 1991 preconference sponsored 
by ACRL's Bibliographic Instruction 
Section addressed bibliographic instruc-
tion in a multicultural environment. The 
forum on the multicultural library, held 
at Bloomfield College in 1990 and men-
tioned above, is one of many such meet-
ings held locally or regionally in the past 
year. A recent presentation at an ALA 
poster session received more than fifty 
requests for further information. In 
order to understand the present state of 
affirmative action and cultural diversity 
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programming, librarians need to look at 
current programs in academic libraries. 
Affirmative action programs are an 
important component of the larger di-
versity effort. Who is responsible for af-
firmative action today in hiring for 
academic libraries? Since the search 
process is the door through which more 
diverse librarians must come, it is an im-
portant gateway to examine. Jeanne M. K. 
Boydston surveyed ARL libraries in the 
United States to examine their hiring prac-
tices in regard to equal employment op-
portunity and affirmative action. She 
found that all respondents had some 
university-level unit dealing with equal 
opportunity and affirmative action on 
campus. Still, more than half the respon-
dents had a second agency or individual 
within their library with responsibility 
for equal employment opportunity and 
affirmative action.18 The entity with this 
responsibility was either an affirmative 
action officer or an affirmative action 
committee. 
As academic libraries have worked to 
build environments more supportive of 
diversity, some have made specific docu-
ments related to their programs avail-
able. The University of Michigan at Ann 
Arbor has released two parts of its diver-
sity document entitled "Points of Inter-
section." The Ann Arbor program 
includes staff education and a full-time 
diversity librarian, as well as a task force 
on diversity. "Points of Intersection" ar-
ticulates a broad basis for academic librar-
ies' contributions to a universitywide 
multicultural effort. 
Many programs are described in more 
detail in the flyer on cultural diversity 
programs in ARL libraries. Examples in-
clude the creation of special positions, 
such as multicultural services librarian 
and cultural outreach librarian, at a 
number of universities; the establish-
ment of committees or task forces at 
other universities; and the establishment 
of workshops to raise staff awareness 
and emphasize cross-cultural training.19 
To summarize the main points made 
in the literature, in higher education as 
in business, attention is increasingly fo-
cusing on issues of diversity rather than 
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on affirmative action. Although affirma-
tive action programs remain one of the 
crucial paths by which institutions may 
increase their diversity, these- programs 
are still a source of ambivalent feeling for 
some librarians. The mechanism for im-
plementing affirmative action policies 
varies from institution to institution, as 
does the approach to diversity program-
ming. In general, administrative sup-
port, systemic thinking, and low budget 
requirements characterize successful 
programs. 
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND 
DIVERSITY AT IOWA STATE 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
The affirmative action or diversity 
program at Iowa State University Li-
brary has a number of components. It is 
based on a firm commitment to diversify 
the university's faculty, which is seen in 
ongoing recruitment and staff develop-
ment programs. Some specific examples 
include recruitment trips to library school 
campuses, educational and awareness ses-
sions with staff, and meetings of the uni-
versity's Steering Committee on Diversity. 
The library also participates in the univer-
sity's larger diversity program. For ex-
ample, the school has a special funding 
program, administered by the university 
provost, that supports hiring minorities 
in targeted areas. Additionally, the uni-
versity has had an Affirmative Action 
Committee, now called the Library 
Committee on Diversity, since the late 
1970s. Its longevity makes it somewhat 
different from similar committees at 
other institutions, and gives the library 
the opportunity to look at what has and 
has not worked well over time. What 
follows is a description of its evolution. 
THE AFFIRMATIVE 
ACTION COMMITTEE 
The Library Affirmative Action Com-
mittee was created by the dean in 1977 
in response to a call for each large unit on 
campus to have such a committee. Initially, 
these committees were part of a univer-
sitywide Affirmative Action Council. 
When the council ceased to meet, the unit-
level committees across the campus were 
largely phased out. The exception to this 
was the library group. The committee 
consisted of faculty librarians and para-
professional staff. 
The main responsibility of the com-
mittee was to work with library faculty 
search committees. A representative 
from the Library Affirmative Action 
Committee was appointed to each 
search committee as an ex officio mem-
ber. The representative's tasks were: 
• to provide each member of the search 
committee with basic information 
about equal opportunity employment 
and affirmative action; 
• to monitor search committee activities 
for fairness in terms of equal opportu-
nity law; 
• to encourage consideration of candi-
dates protected under affirmative ac-
tion guidelines; 
• to hold exit interviews with candi-
dates; and 
• to report in writing to the dean of li-
brary services at the conclusion of 
each search. 
The desire that the interview process be 
fair for each candidate comes through 
clearly in reporting letters, in memos 
distributed to search committee mem-
bers, and in librarywide memos. 
These tasks were sometimes uncom-
fortable for the representative and the 
search committee members, but over 
time fewer illegal or inappropriate ques-
tions were asked. Affirmative action rep-
resentatives learned to handle illegal 
questions in a number of ways, such as 
rephrasing questions, telling candidates 
they did not have to answer illegal ques-
tions, and talking privately with colleagues 
who asked unacceptable questions. As a 
result of education by the Affirmative Ac-
tion Committee and the library administra-
tion, adoption of standard interview 
procedures, and changes in societal atti-
tudes as a whole, the incidence of illegal 
questions in interviews at the univer-
sity's library seems fairly low today. 
A fault of the committee was that its 
members essentially became enforcing 
agents, acting more reactively than pro-
actively, because the committee was fo-
cused solely on the search process. The 
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committee was fairly limited in its out-
reach to the library staff as a community. 
The committee members thought that they 
should continue to monitor individual 
searches, but that a broader focus was 
needed in order to become more effective. 
Thecommitteeneeded to move away from 
being a regulatory committee and toward 
being an educational committee without 
abandoning its responsibility to equal em-
ployment opportunity and affirmative ac-
tion in the library. 
The committee began looking at this 
possibility in 1990, the year the univer-
sity's new dean of library services began 
examining all existing committees within 
the library to see how the library's work 
was structured and how it might better be 
accomplished. This was a good opportu-
nity for the committee to identify what 
goals it held in common as a group and 
with the library administration, and 
whether there might be some alternative 
ways to accomplish those goals that had 
not been pursued previously. 
Building strong programs requires 
a good understanding of diversity 
issues, an overall strategy, support 
from all levels of the organization, 
and the ability to deal with funding 
limitations. 
The committee's goals were revised to 
reflect the general shift, identified in the 
literature, from a focus in higher educa-
tion on affirmative action to a focus on 
broader issues of diversity. The result 
has been a revitalization of the com-
mittee's role on search committees and a 
strong emphasis on staff education for 
diversity. One reflection of this shift in 
emphasis was the changing of the com-
mittee's name to the Library Committee 
on Diversity. Also, the committee's 
documents and manual have been 
completely revised (see appendix). The 
"Points of Intersection" documents from 
the University of Michigan were used in 
the revision process. 
The committee is still comprised of 
professional and paraprofessional staff. 
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This was appropriate under its former 
charge because paraprofessional staff sit 
on some search committees and have the 
opportunity to meet with candidates and 
provide feedback. The new makeup of the 
new committee is an even greater advan-
tage because it extends educational efforts 
toward all staff members. In the spring of 
1991, a workshop was offered to supervi-
sors of paraprofessional staff, and one 
member of the committee participated in 
the creation of a manual for those who 
supervise students. Also, Search Com-
mittee information packets have been re-
vised, and the committee and the dean 
now share responsibility for emphasizing 
equal opportunity and affirmative action 
to faculty search committees. The dean 
addresses those issues with the Search 
Committee in the initial meeting, and a 
representative from the Committee on Di-
versity maintains a focus on these issues 
throughout the search process. 
Training materials and programs for 
library staff members have been de-
veloped and continue to evolve as the 
committee learns more about diversity is-
sues. Committee members, for instance, 
have become more aware of the wide spec-
trum of views about diversity, with all the 
shadings of opinion possible being held by 
one or another members of the staff. They, 
also, have learned more about training-
what works and what does not work-
from experience, from the literature, and 
by having one member of the committee 
receive training from an external consult-
ing firm specializing in diversity issues. 
Self-education as well as education for 
other library staff continues to be a part 
of the committee's responsibility. 
Having reformulated its charge and 
refocused its energies, the committee 
had a number of questions about the 
environment within which the librarians 
would be working. Were the proposed 
changes appropriate? Were they useful? 
Would they meet library needs? To answer 
these questions, the committee revised a 
survey of staff attitudes and perceived 
training needs regarding equal employ-
ment opportunity and affirmative action 
that had been used by the Affirmative Ac-
tion Committee during its first year. The 
July 1993 
survey was administered to the entire 
library staff. The goal was to take the 
temperature of the library's environ-
ment and assess staff need for more in-
formation about equal employment 
opportunity and affirmative action, 
broadly conceived, in the library. 
The questionnaire return rate of 55 
percent gave a statistically unrepresen-
tative sample. However, the broad range 
of opinions expressed by the respon-
dents was, and continues to be, helpful 
in evaluating the program. The implica-
tions of the results lie mainly in the area 
of education. 
Diversity issues are difficult ones for 
many people. Staff members with con-
cerns need a safe, constructive forum 
within which to work on these issues both 
intellectually and emotionally. Individual, 
informal contacts provide one such forum. 
Some staff may need the presence of a 
committee member to stay within bounds 
when interviewing candidates. This is be-
cause they are either new and unaware of 
the legal boundaries or of the university 
library's seriousness in adhering to them, 
or because they are uncomfortable with 
equal employment opportunity and af-
firmative action guidelines and have re-
sisted past education. Many staff are 
openly interested in issues of diversity 
and want to know more. 
The results support the need for con-
tinuing education, the usefulness of an 
active voice supporting affirmative ac-
tion programs, and the value of diversity 
among the staff. The results underline 
the need for librarians to keep working 
at improving the environment within 
which they work. In discussing their 
staff education workshop program, the 
Ann Arbor Graduate Library's docu-
ments concur with the authors' finding 
for the need for ongoing education. The 
documents state: 
To have the concept of diversity truly 
take hold, the education process must be 
an ongoing one. Awareness, enlighten-
ment, and the ability to practice what is 
learned in a safe environment--5Uppor-
tive of questioning and vulnerability-
must be available to all. This is essential 
to any diversity effort and most directly 
confronts both individual and institu-
tional discrimination.~ 
CONCLUSIONS 
In his discussion of the role of cam-
puswide affirmative action committees, 
Daniel C. O'Rourke suggests that " ... 
committees can be most effective in help-
ing accomplish organizational goals in-
cluding affirmative action (AA) and 
nondiscrimination goals (perhaps the 
most effective resource)."21 His experience 
is that the existence of such a committee 
helps to focus campus attention on affir-
mative action, and can motivate the affir-
mative action officer by sharing the work, 
supporting affirmative action goals, keep-
ing affirmative action activity broad, iden-
tifying new issues, and finding new 
approaches to old issues.22 In addition, the 
authors have found the benefits in having 
such a committee in the library to in-
clude contributing to the creation of an 
affirming environment, increasing aware-
ness and knowledge about equal em-
ployment opportunity and affirmative 
action among the library staff, .assuring 
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a goodwill effort is made in recruiting 
minorities and women, adding credi-
bility to the recruitment process in the 
eyes of library staff, and helping to en-
sure legal compliance with appropriate 
laws and guidelines. 
The authors' experience backs up Glavi-
ano and Lam's observation that a library 
doesn't need a big budget to provide local 
programs; Iowa State University Library 
has no separate budget. Glaviano and Lam 
also pointoutthe importance of continuous 
support by the library administration for the 
development of cultural diversity program-
ming, another conclusion with which the 
authors concur.23 
O'Rourke's final advice about affirma-
tive action committees is a good re-
minder to those already engaged in this 
kind of endeavor, as well as those who 
are just beginning: 
Be patient. Effective affirmative ac-
tion committees and programs will not 
spring up overnight. It may take years. 
Work at it, work with it, and be content 
with incremental gains. The committee 
will grow more effective step by step.24 
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Purpose 
APPENDIX 
COMMITTEE DOCUMEN1S 
COMMITTEE ON DIVERSITY 
The Committee exists to support the commitment of the library to equal opportunity 
and affirmative action by providing formal education, by assisting library staff in the 
hiring process, and by serving as an informal resource. 
Mission and Responsibility 
The Library Committee on Diversity works with the Dean/Department Executive 
Officer (DEO) to develop and promote a diverse work force within the ISU Library. The 
creation and maintenance of a community of women and men that is multicultural, 
multiracial, multinational and respectful of the dignity of all persons are essential to the 
educational mission of this library. The Committee's role is: 
• To maintain a focus on equal employment opportunity and affirmative action within 
the Library. 
• To inform and educate Library personnel concerning equal employment opportunity 
and affirmative action. 
• To help create a work environment in which all personnel are able to develop to the 
fullest extent of their potential. 
• To assist selection committees in the recruitment of members of protected classes for 
professional positions, and to serve as a resource for those who hire support staff. 
Organization 
• The Committee will consist of not more than six members who will be appointed by the 
Dean to two-year terms, and may be reappointed once. Members will not ordinarily be 
reappointed for more than four consecutive years. 
• The Committee selects its own Chair subject to approval of the Dean of Library 
Services. The Chair will serve a term of one year and may be selected to serve up to 
four successive terms. 
• The Committee will be responsible to and report as needed through its Chair to the 
Dean/DEO. 
• The Chair will recruit new members for the Committee, with recommendations of the 
Committee, as current members resign. Vacancies should be filled as soon as possible. 
• Meetings of the Committee will be called as needed by the Chair, the membership of 
the Committee, or the Dean of Library Services. Brief minutes of each meeting will be 
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routed to members. A permanent file of most recent Committee papers will be in the 
custody of the Chair, with older materials placed in the Archives collection. 
ROLE ON SELECI'ION COMMITTEES 
• The Committee will designate a Committee on Diversity member to serve as a 
non-voting member on each selection committee. Committee on Diversity members 
will not represent the Committee on selection committees for positions within their 
own departments. 
• The Committee representative will serve as a resource and advocate for equal oppor-
tunity and affirmative action issues, providing the search committee with pertinent 
background information and helping the group to understand and follow the Li-
brary's commitment to equal opportunity and affirmative action. The representative 
will speak to issues relevant to equal opportunity I affirmative action in the search 
process and bring to the attention of the chair of the search committee, when neces-
sary, activities which infringe upon established policy. (See checklist below) 
• The Committee will distribute packets of affirmative action information to search 
committee members at or before the first meeting of the search committee. 
• In an effort to assist the Library in better effecting the principles of equal employment 
opportunity, the Committee representative is provided a fifteen-minute period at the 
end of the agenda with each candidate. 
• The Committee representative will provide a written report to the Dean following 
each search, indicating whether or not equal opportunity and affirmative action 
guidelines were followed. Any concerns related to equal opportunity or affirmative 
action in a particular search are also addressed in this report. 
GUIDEUNES FOR THE COMMITTEE ON 
DIVERSITY REPRESENTATIVE ON A SELECI'ION COMMITTEE 
Search Committee Responsi'bilities 
• Contact chair of search committee. 
• Get copies of EEO I AA information packet (Library Administration Office will make 
copies; Chair keeps original on file). 
• Distribute information packets at first meeting of search committee, when possible, 
after Dean has spoken on AA. 
• Explain role of Committee representative to the search committee. 
• Advocate casting a wide net. 
• Advocate particular attention to Affirmative Action candidates as appropriate 
throughout the search process. 
• Attend all committee meetings; arrange for substitutes as necessary. 
• Maintain a file with all documents relevant to search. 
• Submit written report to Dean of Library Services, copy to Committee on Diversity 
file. 
Campus Interviews 
• Attend search committee meetings (including lunches with the committee) with each 
candidate. Attend all open library meetings (formal and informal) for each candidate. 
• Conduct an exit interview with each candidate. 
Meetings Not Attended As Committee Representative 
• One-on-one telephone calls to references. 
• Dinners. 
• Nonsearch committee meetings with candidate (section meetings, Administrative 
Council meetings, etc.). 
• One-on-one meetings. 
• Receptions. 
Interdisciplinary Work and the 
Inform.ation Search Process: 
A Com.parison of Manual 
and Online Searching 
Laura M. Bartolo and Timothy D. Smith 
Library users' research interests and needs are becoming increasingly inter-
disciplinary. This type of research presents searchers with obstacles that differ 
from disciplinary research. Using the information search process (ISP) 
developed by Carol C. Kuhlthau as a theoretical model, this study compares the 
impact of manual and online search methods on the interdisciplinary search 
task in terms of the relevance of retrieved items, user effort, user satisfaction, 
user confidence and future use. This comparative investigation examines two 
senior-level journalism classes researching judicial decisions related to the mass 
media. One class used printed legal reference sources; the other class used 
LEXIS, a full-text legal database. The results of this study indicate that online 
search methods are more effective than manual search methods when users are 
working outside their areas of specialization. 
orne of the most provocative 
topics of debate within the 
.academy today concern the 
notions of disciplinary boun-
dary lines and interdisciplinarity.1 These 
piscussions are not totally new, nor are 
the challenges facing researchers em-
barking on these new or blurred fron-
tiers. In 1972 M. E. Freeman noted, "For 
half a century scientific progress has 
developed toward interdisciplinary and 
broad scope technologies. At the same 
time the information resources neces-
sary for orderly scientific development 
have become increasingly fragmented 
and specialized. The multidisciplinary 
or interdisciplinary scientist has found it 
more and more difficult to locate pre-
cisely the information he needs."2 
Freeman's comments highlight two im-
portant and conflicting factors in inter-
disciplinary work: the broad research 
interests of scholars and the develop-
ment of highly specialized information 
resources. Today academic librarians 
frequently encounter these features 
when they help library users investigate 
such broad topics as international politi-
Laura M. Bartolo is Reference Librarian, and Timothy D. Smith is Professor and Acting Director of 
Journalism and Mass Communication at Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242-0001. Research for 
this article was jointly sponsored by the Council on Library Resources (Grant No. 860) and the Office of 
Research and Sponsored Programs at Kent State University. The authors thank Stanley Fish, Chairman 
of the department of English and Professor of Law at Duke University, for permission to cite his talk 
delivered at the Folger Institute on November 30, 1990; Roy S. Lilly, Professor of Psychology at Kent 
State University, for his assistance in the design and statistical analysis of this study; and the referee for 
College & Research Libraries for helpful suggestions reflected in the conclusion of this article. 
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cal economy as well as search such 
specialized resources as Thesaurus Lin-
guae Graecae (TLG). 
Though there have been many articles 
in library journals addressing interdisci-
plinary topics, most have focused on 
selecting materials for these areas.3 
Other articles have addressed such is-
sues as subject overlap in online 
databases, the impact of new trends in 
higher education, citation analysis, and 
bibliographic instruction for interdisci-
plinary courses.4-7 However there has 
been no direct study of users researching 
interdisciplinary projects and the chal-
lenges they encounter. While the prob-
lems of interdisciplinary work are not 
entirely new, advances in technologies 
have altered their impact on researchers. 
This paper describes a comparative 
study of two senior-level journalism 
classes. One class employed manual 
search methods to identify and evaluate 
judicial decisions relating to the mass 
media; the other class used online search 
methods for the assignment. Following 
the information search process (ISP) 
developed by Kuhlthau as the theoreti-
cal model, the authors investigate effec-
tive search methods for library users, 
particularly novice users, when working 
on interdisciplinary subjects outside 
their area of specialization.8 Specifically, 
this study addresses how the search 
method affects the relevance of retrieved 
items, user effort, user satisfaction, user 
confidence, and future use. However, 
before describing this investigation, it is 
necessary to define interdisciplinary work 
as it is used in this study and to highlight 
the theoretical principles of ISP as it re-
lates to the challenges of interdiscipli-
nary work. 
INTERDISCIPLINARY WORK 
As numerous articles have argued and 
as Julie Klein thoroughly documents in 
her recent book, Interdisciplinarity, inter-
disciplinary work is not limited to scien-
tific fields but is found across all 
disciplines of knowledge.9 Academic 
librarians are increasingly seeing the 
proliferation of interdisciplinary work 
- when assisting researchers who con-
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duct literature reviews across discipli-
nary lines, in selecting new monographs 
and journals to support interdisciplinary 
research, and in preparing BI for inter-
disciplinary curriculum. 
Considerable discussion as well as 
misunderstanding exists about the pre-
cise meaning of the term interdisciplinary 
work. Julie Klein defines interdisciplinar-
ity as "the ideas of a unified science, general 
knowledge, synthesis, and the integration 
of knowledge,"(the authors').10 Yet inter-
disciplinarity has also been used to con-
vey the awareness of disciplinary 
differences. Stanley Fish has stated, "It is 
in the name of difference- of the recog-
nition of perspectives, materials and in-
terests excluded from the disciplinary 
focus - that one calls for interdiscipli-
nary work, for work that insists on look-
ing into the other fellow's back yard.'' 11 
In his discussion about the nature of 
interdisciplinary work, Fish further 
notes that researchers ''borrow" from 
other fields in order to meet their 
immediate research needs and relate 
that work to their own discipline. 
This study adopts Fish's definition of 
interdisciplinary work and examines the 
searcher's effectiveness in disciplinary 
backyard borrowing. In his discussion 
about the nature of interdisciplinary 
work, Fish further notes that researchers 
"borrow" from other fields in order to 
meet their immediate research needs 
and relate that work to their own discip-
line. "One begins with a 'sense of task' 
derived from some enterprise, some rec-
ognizable project, and within that sense 
one makes use of the materials that come 
to hand, including materials generated 
by other enterprises, but materials that 
will be received (and perceived) in the 
form appropriate to the job of work you 
are nowdoing."12 Librarians working one-
on-one with individual library users or 
with a class through BI must take into 
account these disciplinary differences. For 
example, it is equally important for the 
librarian instructing journalism students 
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in legal research methods to relate legal 
research to the field of journalism as well 
as it is to outline the principles of legal 
research. 
Interdisciplinary work presents li-
brary users with challenges different 
from those of disciplinary research. 
When researchers from one discipline 
borrow materials from another disci-
pline, they must borrow intelligently to 
ensure the success of their project. First, 
users embarking outside their territorial 
lines must be aware of current develop-
ments in other disciplines. Second, this 
awareness of new developments en-
courages a sensitivity to where different 
but related disciplines can converge. Fi-
nally, in interdisciplinary work the user 
must identify the appropriate terms and 
principles to borrow from another dis-
cipline. Once the user assesses the per-
spectives and materials that are needed 
and from what disciplines they can be 
borrowed, then the searcher stands on 
firm ground ready to embark on the en-
terprise.13 To best understand how one 
addresses the challenges of interdiscipli-
nary research-awareness of new 
developments, understanding of common 
ground, and determination of relevant 
concepts and findings-it is necessary to 
investigate information seeking behavior 
from the user's perspective. 
INFORMATION SEARCH PROCESS 
As Carol C. Kuhlthau defines it, the 
"information search process (ISP) is the 
user's constructive activity of finding 
meaning from information in order to 
extend his or her state of knowledge on 
a particular topic or problem. It incor-
porates a series of encounters with infor-
mation within a space of time rather than 
a single reference incident. Uncertainty 
and anxiety are an integral part of the 
process, particularly in the beginning 
stages."14 ISP primarily analyzes the li-
brary user's quest for information. 
People synthesize new information 
based upon what they know or have 
experienced, and they construct mean-
ing from the information they come 
upon. Kuhlthau identifies six stages in 
the information search process: 
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1. The initiation stage when users rec-
ognize the need for information and, 
conversely, their lack of knowledge. 
2. The selection stage when· users 
identify and select a general topic 
or approach. 
3. The exploration stage when users 
orient themselves to the topic in 
order to form a stand or point of 
view. 
4. The formulation stage when users 
select a focus or perspective for the 
topic. 
5. The collection stage when users 
gather information related to the 
focused topic. 
6. The presentation stage when users 
complete the research and prepare 
the finalized work. 
ISP recognizes the psychological as 
well as intellectual activity involved in 
the endeavor of seeking and gathering 
information. In the first four stages of 
ISP, confusion increases as inconsisten-
cies and incompatibilities of new infor-
mation relative to what was previously 
known are encountered. If searchers ex-
perience difficulty locating information 
about their topic, they begin to doubt the 
relevance of the newly found informa-
tion and may abandon their project en-
tirely. 
Reference librarians working with in-
dividual library users or with an entire 
class frequently encounter searchers 
with undefined projects who express 
frustration and confusion about their 
work. Relatively minor problems, such 
as what periodical indexes to use, how 
to search them, and where to find journal 
articles, can appear insurmountable to 
the library user at that stage. Kuhlthau 
observes that two competing elements 
foster this sense of anxiety. The in-
dividual is engaged in seeking informa-
tion while at the same time formulating 
the research project. This dilemma is 
heightened by the searcher's lack of fa-
miliarity with the organization of infor-
mation.15 Reference librarians must 
recognize that until the user begins to 
identify the needed resources success-
fully and to focus the project, the entire 
work can be in jeopardy. 
While Kuhlthau contends that all 
searchers undergo some degree of 
anxiety, those involved with interdisci-
plinary projects risk experiencing an 
even greater sense of frustration and 
anxiety than those involved with disci-
plinary work. The duality of the inter-
disciplinary search task-the need to 
find information and the lack of knowl-
edge of another discipline-potentially 
heightens the level of uncertainty and 
anxiety for the researcher. 
Interdisciplinary work, then, presents 
different challenges for researchers from 
disciplinary work. Individuals working 
in another discipline need to be aware of 
new developments in the other field. In 
addition, they need to understand the 
common ground between the two dis-
ciplines and to determine relevant con-
cepts and findings to borrow from the 
other discipline. Given the challenges of 
interdisciplinary work and in light of 
ISP, how do manual or online search 
methods affect the succ~ssful comple-
tion of interdisciplinary projects? 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
In general, this study examines how 
the search method used to find relevant 
information affects the user's search 
process when working on interdiscipli-
nary projects. It was the authors' hy-
pothesis that searchers working on 
interdisciplinary projects who conduct 
online information searches meet the 
challenges of interdisciplinary work 
more successfully and develop better re-
searched projects than those who em-
ploy manual information search 
methods. To test this hypothesis, we an-
alyzed the results of student bibliogra-
phies of judicial decisions relating to 
mass media (faculty evaluated) from 
two senior-level journalism classes and 
questionnaires completed by the same 
students at the end of the course. 
Specifically, our research addressed the 
following questions: 
1. Is there a difference between manual 
and online search methods in terms 
of relevant material retrieved for 
interdisciplinary topics (faculty 
evaluated)? 
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2. Are there differences between 
manual and online search methods 
for interdisciplinary topics in terms 
of the following indicators of 
anxiety: user effort (time required 
and ease of use), user satisfaction, 
user confidence (need for help), 
and future use. 
RESEARCH METHOD 
The subjects for this two-semester 
study were students enrolled in spring 
(manual group, N= 34) and fall (online 
group, N= 35) senior-level journalism 
classes, "Law of Mass Communication." 
These classes were chosen because stu-
dents who generally enroll are journal-
ism majors with little or no background 
in legal research. 
The research assignment for both 
groups was a two-part project that re-
quired students to submit two bibliogra-
phies which located and evaluated 
judicial decisions pertaining to a partic-
ular topic on the mass media. The first 
part of the class assignment (preliminary 
bibliography) followed Kuhlthau's first 
four stages of ISP-initiation, selection, 
exploration, and formulation-where the 
students selected their topic, gathered in-
formation and focused their research pro-
ject. For the preliminary bibliography, 
both the manual and online groups were 
required to find between twenty to 
twenty-five judicial decisions that the 
students perceived to be relevant to their 
research topic. A judicial decision was 
considered relevant by the faculty mem-
ber if it was closely related to the legal 
issues involved in the research topic. 
This assignment focused on the stu-
dents' ability to locate court cases on a 
particular topic using print materials or 
online databases. 
The second part of the class assign-
ment (final bibliography) involved 
Kuhlthau' s last two stages of ISP-col-
lection and presentation-where the stu-
dents read the material listed on ·the 
preliminary bibliography and, based upon 
their reading, selected the material to be 
listed on the final annotated bibliography. 
For the final bibliography both the 
manual and online groups were required 
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to select from the preliminary bibliogra-
phy between four to ten judicial deci-
sions they considered to be landmark 
cases in that area of law. The students 
were also asked to write detailed abstracts 
about each of the court cases they had 
selected. The purpose of this assignment 
was to go beyond the students' ability to 
find court cases. The preliminary biblio-
graphy measured the students' under-
standing of basic legal research. The final 
bibliography examined the students' un-
derstanding of legal principles by assess-
ing the students' evaluation and 
description of judicial decisions. 
INSTRUCfiON AND TREATMENT 
Instruction and treatment for the two 
groups--manual and online--were as 
similar as possible. Both groups had two 
one-hour legal research sessions and a 
one-hour tutorial session. On the second 
week of class the librarian conducted the 
first one-hour session and discussed the 
elements of legal research and the specif-
ics about either manual or online research 
methods. The manual group was trained 
to conduct manual legal research-that is, 
to use print legal secondary sources, such 
as the American Law Reports series (ALR), 
legal digests, law review articles, and legal 
encyclopedias-in order to compile the 
bibliographies. The online group was 
shown how to conduct online searches 
using LEXIS, a full-text online database, 
in order to complete the bibliographies. 
During the third and fourth weeks of 
classes each student had a one-hour tu-
torial session with the librarian to learn 
individually how to use either manual or 
online research methods in relation to 
his or her specific topic. After the stu-
dents handed in the preliminary bibliog-
raphy, the librarian conducted the 
second one-hour session focusing on 
how to evaluate and abstract the judicial 
decisions.16 After the students handed in 
the final bibliography, they completed a 
questionnaire which assessed user ef-
fort, user satisfaction, user confidence, 
and future use in relation to the search 
method and search product. 
The following variables were ex-
amined in the study: 
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• Retrieval Size: The number of judicial 
decisions listed on each of the bibliog-
raphies. 
• Precision: The number of judicial deci-
sions that the faculty member judges 
to be relevant to the research topic. 
Precision is reported as a percentage 
of retrieval size. 
• User Effort: The amount of time the 
students' projects involved and the 
degree of difficulty they perceived the 
project to be (on a six-point scale). 
• User Satisfaction: The students' satis-
faction with the results of their re-
search project (on a six-point scale). 
• User Confidence: The students' level 
of confidence in using either manual 
or online research methods (on a 
three-point scale). 
• Future Use: The students' expected 
use of the research method in the fu-
ture (on a four-point scale). 
RESULTS 
Preliminary and Final Bibliographies 
• Retrieval Size: On average, the manual 
group found slightly more court cases 
than the online group. In the prelimi-
nary bibliography the manual group re-
trieved twenty-five cases and the online 
group identified twenty-two. In the 
final bibliography, the manual group 
listed five court cases; the online 
group cited four court opinions. 
• Precision: In the preliminary and final 
bibliographies the faculty member 
evaluated the number of relevant 
court cases. For the preliminary as-
signment the faculty member judged 
a court case to be relevant if it discussed 
all or most of the legal issues involved 
with the student's topic. In the final bib-
liography the faculty member deter-
mined the number of landmark 
decisions listed and abstracted by the 
students. A judicial decision was con-
sidered a landmark case if it represented 
an important event or turning point in 
legal reasoning. The precision rate of 
relevant decisions is reported as a per-
centage of the retrieval size. T-tests, 
which compare the mean scores of two 
distinct groups, were used to analyze 
the results of the bibliographies. 
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TABLEt 
STUDENT MANUAL SEARCHING VERSUS STUDENT ONLINE SEARCHING: 
A COMPARISON OF OUTPUT VARIABLES 
Student Manual 
(N = 34) 
Variable Mean so 
Bibliography 1: 
Identify 20-25 cases 
on your topic 
Retrieval size 24.76 1.06 
Precision 18.38% .16 
Bibliography 2: 
After reading the 
cases, select 5-10 
most relevant 
Retrieval size 4.32 3.19 
Precision 20.59% .41 
• Significance is p < .05 
NS = No Significance 
In the preliminary bibliography, the 
mean number of relevant decisions for 
the manual group was 18 percent; the 
result for the online group was 94 per-
cent. This difference is highly significant 
(T = -17.08, p .0001). The statistically sig-
nificant difference between the scores of 
the online and manual groups on the pre-
liminary bibliography verifies the success 
rate of online searches as a method of 
identifying relevant court cases on a par-
ticular topic by individuals with little or no 
background in a subject area (see table 1). 
In the final bibliography, the mean score 
for the manual group was 20 percent; the 
mean score for the online group was 49 
percent. The difference between the 
groups on the final bibliography was sig-
nificant (T = -2.52, p .05). Individuals 
with little or no background in legal re-
search who use online research methods 
do a better job of understanding the 
legal principles involved with a court 
case and evaluating the importance of 
these legal decisions than those using 
printed methods (see table 1 ). 
Questionnaires: Indicators of Anxiety 
The responses in the questionnaires of 
the manual and online groups were com-
pared in relation to the following varia-
bles: amount of time spent on the search, 
ease of using the search method, satisfac-
Student Online 
(N = 35) 
Mean so TValue Significance• 
21.94 12.04 1.38 NS 
94.46% .20 -17.08 p < .00001 
3.54 3.6 .95 NS 
48.57% .51 -2.52 p < .014 
tion with the results found by using the 
search method, confidence of using the 
search method alone or with the help of 
a librarian and expected future use of the 
search method. 
• Time spent: Of the manual group, 46 
percent (N= 15) reported spending six 
hours preparing and conducting their 
search; 34 percent of that group (N= 
13) spent over ten hours. Of the online 
group, 88 percent (N= 31) spent three 
hours or less searching. A number of 
students from the manual group noted 
on their questionnaire that looking in 
printed materials took too long (see 
table 2). 
• Ease of use: Thirty-five percent of the 
manual group (N= 12) found printed 
materials somewhat easy to use; 35 
percent (N= 12) described them as 
somewhat difficult to use. Only 11 per-
cent (N = 4) of the manual group found 
printed materials easy to use. In the 
online group, 34 percent (N= 12) 
found online searching easy to use; 40 
percent (N= 14) found it somewhat 
easy and only 14 percent (N= 5) found 
it somewhat difficult (see table 2). 
• Satisfaction: On the whole, both manual 
and online groups reported being 
satisfied or moderately satisfied with the 
results of their searching. From the 
manual group, 44 percent (N= 15) and 35 
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TABLE2 
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES TO SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
ABOUT TIME, EASE OF USE, SATISFACTION, LEVELS OF CONFIDENCE, 
AND FUTURE USE OF SEARCH METHOD 
Student Student 
Manual Online 
Group Group 
Variable (N= 34) (N =35) Variable 
1. Time Spent 6hrs. Manual Online 1 hr. Time Spent 
N 
"" 
N 'lo 
2. Ease of Use Ease of Use 
0 Very Easy (VE) 3 1~~ ~ 3 9% 0 Very Easy (VE) 0 Easy(E) 4 12 34% 0 Easy (E) 0 Somewhat Easy 12 35% SE E 14 40% 0 Somewhat Easy (SE) VE (SE) 0 Somewhat Difficult 12 35o/o D 5 14% 0 Somewhat Difficult (SO) so (SO) 0 Difficult (D) 3 9% 3% 0 Difficult (D) 
3. Satisfaction Satisfaction 
0 Very Satisfied (VS) 2 6% @ ®1~ 14% 0 Very Satisfied (VS) 0 Satisfied (S) 15 44% 40% 0 Satisfied (S) 0 Somewhat Satisfied 12 35% 10 29% 0 Somewhat Satisfied (SS) (SS) 0 Somewhat 3 9% 4 11o/o 0 Somewhat 
Disappointed (SO) Disappointed (SO) 
0 Disappointed (D) 2 6o/o 2 5o/o 0 Disappointed (D) 
"' 4. Confidence: Confidence: 
Do search with help @ Do search with help 0 Very Confident (VC) 12 35% @14 40% 0 Very Confident (VC) 0 Moderately 17 50o/o 19 54% 0 Moderately Confident (MC) Confident (MC) 0 No Confidence (NC) 5 15% 2 6% 0 No Confidence (NC) c 
5. Confidence: Confidence: 
Do search alone Do search alone 
0 No Help (NH) 5 15% 7 20% 0 No Help (NH) 
0 With Help (W/Help) 26 n% 23 66% 0 With Help (W/Help) 
0 No Confidence (NC) 3 9o/o 5 14% 0 No Confidence (NC) 
6. Future Use Future Use 
0 All 6 18% 11 31% OAII 
0 Many 20 59o/o 17 49% 0 Many 
0 Rarely 7 21% 7 20% 0 Rarely 
0 Never 1 3% 0 Oo/o 0 Never 
percent (N= 12) reported being satisfied 
and somewhat satisfied, respectively. 
In the online group, 40 percent (N= 14) 
and 29 percent (N= 10) selected satisfied 
and somewhat satisfied, respectively. 
Fourteen percent (N= 5) from the 
manual group selected somewhat dis-
appointed and disappointed while 14 
percent (N= 5) from the online group 
selected very satisfied. A number of stu-
dents from the online group further 
commented that their search method 
contributed to finding court cases 
quickly and helping to focus their re-
search topic (see table 2). 
• Confidence-alone and with help: 
Both groups were confident to mod-
erately confident in using manual or 
online search methods alone or with 
the help of a librarian. In the manual 
group, 85 percent (N= 29) rated them-
selves as very confident or moderately 
confident to do the search with help; 
15 percent (N= 5) reported no confi-
dence. In terms of confidence to search 
alone, 15 percent (N= 5) selected no 
help. In the online group 94 percent 
(N = 33) described themselves as very 
confident or moderately confident to 
search with help while 6 percent (N= 
2) expressed no confidence. Twenty 
percent (N = 7) selected confidence to 
search alone (see table 2). 
• Future Use: Both groups of students 
were asked whether they would use 
their search methods in the future. 
Of the manual group, 18 percent (N= 
6) reported that they would always use 
printed legal materials while 32 percent 
(N= 11) of the online group responded 
that they would always use LEXIS (see 
table 2). 
DISCUSSION 
This study is unique in its comparison 
of manual and online searching. Pre-
vious studies have concentrated on 
users searching in their areas of special-
ization; such searchers produce higher 
precision rates using manual searching 
over online searching.17 However, in this 
study, where searchers are working out-
side of their discipline, precision rates 
are higher for online searching. In terms 
'· 
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of the duality of the interdisciplinary 
search task, the results of the study af-
firm that searchers without a back-
ground in legal research are more 
successful at finding cases and evaluat-
ing their importance by using online 
methods than by using print methods. 
To complete the two bibliographies 
successfully, the students needed to find 
and evaluate court cases, even though 
they had no prior knowledge oflaw. This 
dual search task was further heightened 
~a use of the interdisciplinary nature of 
the project. The students needed to un-
derstand where the two disciplines-
law and journalism--converged, what 
were the current developments in law 
that affected journalism, and what were 
the appropriate terms or principles. In 
light of the ISP, the superior performance 
of the online group over the manual 
group supports the authors' hypothesis 
that online search methods are more ef-
fective than manual search methods in 
helping researchers handle the chal-
lenges of interdisciplinary work to 
successfully complete their projects. 
On average, the manual group found 
slightly more court cases than the 
online group. 
Other research has recognized the pres-
ence of anxiety in users when seeking 
information.18 ISP recognizes that uncer-
tainty and anxiety are fundamental ele-
ments of the search process and that users 
encounter inconsistencies and difficulties 
when seeking information. If the incon-
sistencies and difficulties are too threaten-
ing, the researcher may abandon a project 
entirely. This study's indicators of anxiety 
suggest that interdisciplinary researchers 
using online searching methods un-
dergo lower levels of anxiety than those 
using print methods. 
Comparing the two groups of search-
ers, this study found that online search-
ers expended less effort in terms of 
searching time and found online search-
ing easier to use. These factors would help 
reduce frustration with the assignment. In 
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addition, this group was more satisfied 
with the results of its project. The online 
group cited court cases that were not 
available in the local library, and con-
sulted law review articles for this re-
search project; the availability of full-text 
secondary materials on LEXIS en-
couraged the online group to consult more 
sources. This would se~m to support other 
research that indicates that the best ap-
proach for novice users is to conduct an 
online search and then use print materi-
als.19 Searchers using online searching had 
greater confidence in their searching skills 
and were more apt to use online searching 
in the future. The study suggests that there 
is a relationship between the superior per-
formance of interdisciplinary researchers 
using online searching methods and low 
levels of anxiety. 
Comparing the two groups of search-
This study on the effectiveness of online 
and manual research methods in inter-
disciplinary projects indicates further 
ways to investigate the relationship of in-
terdisciplinary work and the library user. 
The research presented here focused upon 
novice users and interdisciplinary work. 
Further investigation needs to be made of 
expert users; do scholars involved with 
interdisciplinary projects perform better 
using online or manual searching 
methods? Also, this study should be rep-
licated in other fields. Law is built upon 
a complicated, hierarchical information 
system. Other fields may not pose the 
same problems for the interdisciplinary 
researcher. An extension of this study, 
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for example, might compare the results 
of philosophy scholars investigating the 
philosophy of science by using the on-
line and print versions of Chemical Ab-
stracts. In addition, closer examination of 
the perception of the task at the begin-
ning of the process may reveal greater 
understanding as to the relationship of 
anxiety and the final product. Lastly, a 
more detailed study of the elements of 
online searching may illuminate how 
this type of searching relates to the chal-
lenges of interdisciplinary work. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Miriam Drake observed that "inter-
disciplinary teaching and research 
teams can benefit from the input of a 
librarian who acts as an organizer, inte-
grator, and interpreter in helping to 
bridge language and literature gaps."20 
In order for librarians to play a more 
active role in the process of interdiscipli-
nary work, librarians must investigate 
this type of research as it relates to the 
theoretical and methodological ap-
proaches in library science. The pro-
liferation of information and avenues for 
retrieving information have contributed 
to blurred boundary lines for all subject 
areas and it is becoming increasingly 
common for all library users to venture 
into subject areas outside their speciali-
zations. Further research by librarians 
into the nature of interdisciplinary work 
will add to the discussion within the 
academy and will help foster self-reliant 
and successful searchers. 
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Letters 
To the Editor: 
I am pleased to see that our recent article, "Journal Price Escalation and the Market 
for Information: The Librarians' Solution" (College & Research Libraries 53[Nov. 1992]: 
523-35), provoked a worthwhile discussion of the application of economic models and 
academic research to real-world problems. I feel compelled to respond and clear up 
some misconceptions in the comments of Robert Michaelson, James Talaga, and David 
Lewis, "Letters" (College & Research Libraries 54[Mar. 1993]: 173-76). 
First, although I, unlike David Lewis, believe that the invention and improvement of 
the photocopier have contributed to an increase in serials prices, I have recently been 
convinced that the increase in the number of faculty over the past two decades has also 
contributed to this problem. This is the argument suggested by Roger Noll and W. 
Edward Steinmueller (Serials Review 18[1992]: 32-37) and what I believe David Lewis 
refers to in his letter as a change in the "scale and scope of scholarship." 
Second, we state three times in the text of the article that publishers maximize profits, 
which Lewis and Talaga seem to have overlooked in their reading. However, the 
diagrams and tables do not use profit maximizing points in order to maintain the 
simplicity of the argument for using Ramsey prices in this market. It is standard to 
ignore profit maximizing prices when illustrating Ramsey taxes in most undergraduate 
public finance textbooks (for example, Public Finance by David Hyman, Dryden Pr., 
1993, 402), since the results do not change regardless of the prices used. In the example 
from our paper, when profit maximizing prices are used in both markets ($48 for 
libraries and $23 for individuals, not $50 and $19 as Talaga states), Ramsey prices will 
improve the welfare of society by increasing the welfare of libraries and their patrons 
by more than the decrease in the profits of publishers. Implementing Ramsey prices 
using photocopy prices changes the size and elasticity of demand in both market 
segments and results in a different set of profit maximizing prices for publishers. While 
using profit maximizing prices is technically correct, it significantly increases the 
complexity of the diagrams and the tables but does not change our results. 
Ramsey prices are standard fare for public finance economists who analyze optimal 
tax policy. Clearly, librarians have a more limited set of tools than governments do. In 
this case, the price of photocopying appears to be the only tool librarians have to 
implement Ramsey prices. 
What will happen if the price of photocopying for faculty is raised is debatable. 
Unlike Talaga and Lewis, I feel that an increase in photocopy fees will have an effect 
on the volume of faculty photocopying. While faculty typically do not pay for their 
photocopying, university deans and department chairs do make faculty aware of 
budget restrictions through different mechanisms to share university resources. Unlike 
Talaga, I do not feel that publishers can simply increase their prices to capture these 
photocopy profits. Talaga's argument assumes that university administrators would 
not decrease library resources to offset the increase in photocopy revenues and that 
libraries now value the heavily photocopied journals more than before because these 
are now the revenue-generating journals. Would the librarian's assessments of the value 
of a journal change because that journal is now a money-maker? 
Finally, unlike Robert Michaelson, I feel that we are better off using time-tested 
models from economics to analyze economic problems. Is Michaelson suggesting that 
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the alternative is to use subjective speculations and anecdotal evidence to find the 
solution to this problem? 
This is precisely the problem of the "electronic journal solution" proposed by 
Michaelson, Lewis, and a host of others. Many librarians and academics see the low 
marginal cost of disseminating a copy of an electronic article and the fact that few 
electronic journals charge a fee as evidence that electronic journals will solve the current 
problem of serials price escalation. However, without rigorous economic analysis we 
must admit that we do not know what macro-economic savings or costs will result. 
The simplest economic model of electronic journals is identical to a model of high-
priced print journals that are not sold at a lower price to individual subscribers. In either 
case, if the quality and quantity of the journal are maintained and publishers make an 
economic profit, the journal will have a higher price. Replacing the library and. in-
dividual subscriber markets with a single subscription that is received by the library or 
university computer center increases the value of the single subscription. An increase 
in the journal's value to the university enables the publisher to charge a higher price 
for the single subscription than in either of the two market segments. Electronic journal 
models that suggest lower prices always rely on a fundamental change in the market-
such as more nonprofit publishers, universities retaining copyright, or a lower quality 
of refereeing-which are unrelated to the electronic technology. 
Lewis and Michaelson seem convinced that electronic journals will dramatically 
lower serials prices and create a new market for the transfer of information. Their failure 
to use economic methods to support their arguments leaves me unconvinced. In fact, I 
am willing to bet both gentlemen $100 that the growth of electronic journals does not 
reduce the libraries' serials budgets at Northwestern University and the University of 
Connecticut over the next fifteen years. 
BRUCE R. KINGMA 
Assistant Professor 
School of Information Science and Policy 
Department of Economics 
University at Albany 
P.S. In response to the letter by Richard M. Dougherty and Brenda L. Johnson, I 
apologize for what they feel is a misrepresentation of their views. I mistakenly con-
strued comments such as ''Prices have increased well in excess of inflation rates and 
publishing costs," "If the European Journal of Phannacology has to endure competition 
such as that experienced by Time and Newsweek, we would guess that subscription 
prices would not display the pattern we have observed over the past few years," and 
other comments (Library Journal [May 15, 1988]: 27-29) as implying they felt greedy 
publishers were to blame for price increases. I recommend their 1988 article to readers 
interested in this subject. In fact, I have my students discuss that article in my graduate 
class on the economics information. 
To the Editor: 
"Indexing Adequacy and Interdisciplinary Journals: The Case of Women's Studies," 
by Gerhard, Jacobson, and Williamson (College & Research Libraries 54[Mar. 1993]: 
125-35), was of real interest to anyone working in an interdisciplinary field. I would 
like to commend the authors and the editor for making it available to us. 
I would also like to suggest that we do have other access points to these and other 
significant journals in UnCover. I did a quick study of the titles in tables 1--6 and found 
that all but sixteen of the ninety-six titles are indexed in UnCover. The titles excluded 
are primarily those in lesbian studies, which may reflect new journal titles or lack of 
collection development in the area. On April20, only two of the six titles from the lesbian 
list were included. However, all of the law journals are included as well as most of the 
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titles from the other tables cited in the article. Presently, two major library systems 
holdings are being added to UnCover, those of the University of Hawaii and the 
University of Maryland. I expect that their holdings will increase the representation of 
women's studies journals. I imagine that many of the document delivery services in 
development will also give greater access to often neglected journals. 
Access on UnCover includes key work and the ability to browse the tables of contents 
of the journals indexed. While full subject access is desirable, we all benefit from the 
technology that supports access to previously neglected journal titles. 
NORMAJ. HERVEY 
Preus Library 
Luther College 
Decorah, Iowa 
Book Reviews 
Anthony M. Cummings and others. 
University Libraries and Scholarly Com-
munication: A Study Prepared for the An-
drew W. Mellon Foundation. Washington, 
D.C.: Association of Research Librar-
ies, 1992. 205p. $8 (ISBN 9-918006-22-
8). LC 92-44941. 
This timely report on the present sta-
tus of scholarly communication is a joint 
effort of the Mellon Foundation, which 
has demonstrated considerable interest 
in academic libraries for at least the past 
five years, and the Association of Re-
search Libraries (ARL). The report is 
timely because, as any reader of this 
journal knows well, scholarly com-
munication is now poised on the thresh-
old of a new era. As a comprehensive yet 
succinct statement of the conditions sur-
rounding scholarly communication and 
the evolving role of the academic re-
search.library, the Mellon study offers a 
welcome opportunity to take stock, re-
flect, and place very rapidly moving 
developments in a useful perspective. 
The stated purpose of the book is to 
"describe the library landscape as it ap-
pears today, in its collecting, operating, 
financial, and electronic dimensions." 
The report addresses concepts such as 
those aptly labeled "ownership versus 
access" and "just in time versus just in 
case," and gives much space to publish-
ing industry production and costs 
during the past few years. Clearly in-
tended not for librarians, but rather for 
other parties with a stake in scholarly 
communication, it is nevertheless im-
portant for those of us within the profes-
sion to note the perception expressed by 
those outside the profession that "[t]he 
opportunity exists to rethink an entire 
set of relationships that, if reconstituted 
appropriately, can give libraries both 
new dimensions and an even more cen-
tral role in the educational process than 
they have enjoyed in the past." 
The report is divided into two distinct 
parts, each with several chapters. The 
first, "Historical Trends: Collections, Ex-
penditures, Publications," is illustrated 
with forty-one charts and graphs and 
nineteen tables. The second part, entitled 
"Information Needs and New Technolo-
gies," synthesizes models of scholarly 
communication and describes their 
principal elements. The authors do a 
clear, thorough, and thoughtful job here, 
also acknowledging that changes are 
coming about so rapidly that this mate-
rial is likely to date quickly. They are 
correct to offer this caveat, of course, but 
this section is a fine contribution toward 
the clarification of a set of situations that 
is unusually complex. 
Documentation is heavy throughout 
the book, with much reliance on the cur-
rent literature and on the files of the 
ARL. Data about libraries are taken from 
twenty-four ARL member institutions, 
half public, half private. It is the second 
part of this study that will be of particu-
lar interest to academic librarians be-
cause of its perceptive synthesis of 
trends, issues, and opportunities related 
to information technology, and also be-
cause of the tentative conclusions prof-
fered in answer to questions fundamental 
to the future of scholarly communication. 
The report is sometimes bold in that re-
gard. For example, it is a premise of the 
second section "that printed scholarly 
literature will continue to exist for a long 
time and that adequate bibliographic 
control is essential to scholarship." 
Another informed assumption is that 
peer review will continue to be central to 
the scholarly process, but that it may be 
expedited and expanded. Readers of this 
journal will be gratified to know that the 
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book's authors are highly sensitive to the 
use of the word information throughout 
the text. Not surprisingly, the foundation 
has praise and great expectations for the 
value of the RLG Conspectus for the 
sharing of resources nationally; the 
foundation also considers the recent ef-
forts of the Colorado Alliance of Re-
search Libraries as a useful prototype for 
cooperation. 
So, what, in the final analysis, will be 
the model for scholarly communication 
in the future? The authors word the an-
swer to this question with such great 
care that it is worth citing verbatim: "It 
is extremely unlikely-we would say al-
most inconceivable-that any alterna-
tive model will completely supplant the 
existing one at any point in the foresee-
able future. Rather, we envision a situa-
tion where incremental modifications to 
the current model will be made. We 
would also argue, however, that it ·is 
equally inconceivable that there will not 
eventually be a more-or-less complete 
transformation of scholarly communica-
tion." We were right all along. 
This excellent study is accompanied by 
more than the usual scholarly apparatus, 
with foreword, introduction, bibliogra-
phy, three appendixes, a glossary, and 
even a fifteen-page synopsis, con-
tributed by Ann Okerson, director of the 
ARL Office of Scientific and Academic 
Publishing. Unfortunately, it has no 
index. It is quite evident that the Mellon 
Foundation has a genuine desire to help 
the scholarly communication system 
grow stronger, healthier, more effective. 
It has distributed many copies of its 
study to university presidents, academic 
vice presidents, and library directors 
free of charge and is making other copies 
available for wide distribution at nomi-
nal cost. The foundation sees that the 
future of scholarly communication is not 
a library issue, but an institutional issue; 
that it is not just an institutional issue, 
but a national issue. The Mellon Founda-
tion has done much to advance scholarly 
communication and the cause of aca-
demic libraries by producing and dis-
seminating this study.-Charles B. 
Osburn, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa. 
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Glazier, Loss Pequeno. Small Press: An 
Annotated Guide. Westport, Conn.: 
Greenwood, 1992. 123p. $49.95 (ISBN 
0-313-28310-9). LC 92-15482. 
Bibliographies are not usually recom-
mended as entertainment. But then can 
there be any more charming annotator 
than Loss Glazier? As incisive and infor-
mative as one might wish, he never re-
sists an opportunity to gloss, adding a bit 
of background or a reference, a passing 
opinion or an illuminating quote. The 
result is that this shortish list (174 items) 
may well be the elegy of the Mimeo Rev-
olution, that Indian summer of literary 
Modernism. Glazier likes his subject too 
well ever to be dry, and has shown clev-
erness at a postmodern way of writing 
history. Self-confident, limited, not total-
izing, not transcendental, thoroughly 
entertaining. 
This is not a comprehensive book. It is 
restricted to the period since 1960, and to 
American materials only. It concerns it-
self not with single authors or presses, 
nor regional publishing, nor reviews, 
how-to-books, vanity or subsidy publish-
ing, or fine presses. It is strictly literary-a 
significant limitation-and includes cur-
rent information, coresources, and sup-
plementary materials (catalogs, lists, 
bibliographies). The standard histories and 
other sources covering the period up to 
1960 are concisely dealt with in the preface. 
While I can't think of anything missing, 
Glazier's purpose is not to be the last 
word, and he has not dug out obscure 
material (except for one master's thesis, 
and some letters to editors). Though not 
exhaustive, this is a well-done list. Its 
glory is all in the annotations. 
Glazier begins with an introduction 
mostly devoted to characterizing the 
small press, where we learn that the 
"mimeo revolution" was actually made 
more on offset presses. I suspect Glazier 
would like to believe that the "spirit of 
mimeography, that of the small pub-
lisher, has produced an important leg-
acy; it enters the nineties not only with a 
proven record of the production of liter-
ary texts but with an increasingly visible 
presence in the publishing industry." 
Yet, as with the term hacker, there has 
been an important shift in thirty years 
that begins to come out as Glazier tries 
to return the term small press to its origi-
nal meaning. Little magazines (increas-
ingly a misnomer) have received most of 
the attention while the volume of pub-
lishing has shifted largely to books. 
"Academic quarterly," "alternative" and 
"underground press," or "independent 
publisher" are all too astigmatic or wide-
angle to serve as descriptive terms, in-
cluding as they do, the nonliterary, the 
too-commercial, and the insufficiently 
independent. The problem is that there 
has been a culture shift, and what 
Glazier chooses finally to call small press, 
numbering about 700 at the beginning of 
his period, has been overwhelmed by 
small, independent publishers of New 
Age books, cookbooks, and self-help 
books. While the small press has tripled 
in size, these other publishers have gone 
from nothing to some 12,000 in the same 
period. The noncorporate, locally based, 
small scale press of limited readership 
and uncommodified cultural ideals (de-
scribed here as the epitome of the spe-
cies) has become a minority force even 
on its home ground. Nowhere is this 
revealed more clearly than in the 
sequence of COSMEP catalog listings 
(items 167-170), from the first (a "who's 
who" and a "vital record" of the mimeo 
revolution at a crucial moment) to the 
last (a "disappointment" and captive of 
the "commercially expedient"). In be-
tween, we have the lavishly designed and 
illustrated Whole COSMEP Catalog in 
reverse alphabetic order and the micro-
fiche third version, innocent of editing. 
The fourth is thoroughly professional, 
typeset, paginated, edited, and vetted-
and soulless. Well, this is the history of 
the boomers themselves, who made this 
movement and now have come to 
middle age and power. I hope that 
Glazier's optimism is justified. One 
thing is clear: small presses (and litera-
ture, and we, too) are not what they 
were, whatever they are to become. 
Meanwhile, I've spent hours browsing 
through the entries, and all that familiar, 
funny, laughable, confused, wonderful 
time again. Don't put this book on the 
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reference shelves. Let people check it out 
and take it home with them. -Charles W. 
Brownson, Arizona State University, 
Tempe, Arizona. 
Euro-Librarianship: Shared Resources, 
Shared Responsibilities. Ed. by As-
sunta Pisani. Binghamton, N.Y.: Ha-
worth, 1992. 605p. $49.95 (ISBN 
1-56024-266-3). 
This volume documents the proceed-
ings of a conference held in April1988 in 
. Florence under the auspices of ACRL's 
Western European Specialists Section 
(WESS). Weighing in at a hefty 605 
pages, it comprises some fifty individual 
contributions offering in their totality an 
impressively diverse collection of .topics, 
approaches, languages, and potential 
readerships. According to the brief intro-
duction by Assunta Pisani, the purpose 
of the conference (and presumably of the 
volume) was to foster an exchange of 
information between Western European 
specialists in North American libraries 
and their Old World counterparts, 
centered on the relatively conventional 
theme of efforts to "collect, organize, and 
preserve materials that support re-
search" and a potentially more contro-
versial "examination of both the needs 
for research on Western Europe and of 
the programs underway to support 
these needs." 
So far, so good. Few library collection 
managers with responsibilities that in-
clude Western Europe would dispute the 
need for a cogent and detailed examina-
tion of these topics. And yet, many 
potential readers of this volume will be 
both attracted by the topics and repelled 
by their presentation in the uneven, re-
dundant, and diffuse format of this 
lightly edited collection. 
The compilation's problems are at 
least threefold. First, the spread and dis-
tribution of topics defy clear description. 
The papers are distributed among fifteen 
rubrics, but the intended meaning of 
these rubrics is muddied by their appli-
cation. At least one paper, Herbert Lott-
man's smooth "A Library User's View," 
stands outside these categories altogether; 
another category ("Access: Cooperative 
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Microfilming") holds but one five-page 
article on preservation options, which is 
thus segregated from a related category 
("Access: Microforms") with papers 
yielding information about specific mi-
croform projects. Some sections use 
general themes ("Scholars' Sources in 
Western Europe" and "Research Centers 
and Special Collections") to gather short 
descriptions of specific repositories, 
while others, particularly the two deal-
ing with fringe movements, provide 
more substantive essays attacking circum-
scribed problems from various angles. The 
poor interrelating of the parts repre-
sented by the rubrics has the effect of 
dragging the contributions along a very 
bumpy surface indeed. 
A second problem is closely related to 
the inadequate organization of the 
volume: the quality, focus, format, and 
intended readership of the individual 
contributions are inconsistent. The styl-
istic range varies from chatty, fast-paced, 
and even anecdotal to dry and descrip-
tive. Adding to the stylistic diversity, 
seven papers are in French or Italian, 
despite English titles in some cases. Most 
of the first hundred or so pages consist 
of sparse summaries of library services, 
with more than a few qualifying barely 
as abstracts. The middle of the volume 
contains more substantive and imagina-
tive treatments of topics such as regional 
publishing, fringe movements, the 
emigre question, issues of marginality, 
and personal narratives. These contribu-
tions deserve better treatment in a more 
selective and intensively edited volume, 
and the relatively tight focus of these five 
sections may suggest a future project along 
these lines. The last third of Euro-Librarian-
ship is a potpourri of largely descriptive 
papers with a generally traditional focus 
on library matters, such as access to a 
variety of formats and the pricing of li-
brary materials. 
A third issue, quite separate from the 
quality of the proceedings, is whether it 
is necessary to republish them after prior 
publication as volume 15 (1992) of the 
journal Collection Management. The sole 
difference between the two versions of 
these proceedings is the addition of an 
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index for the book volume. In this light, 
it is worth noting again that the WESS 
conference took place more than five 
years ago, so that one might have ex-
pected more substantial revisions. At 
least, it would have been reasonable to 
excise the eight-page conference schedule, 
including meals, receptions, and spon-
sors for coffee breaks, and improve the 
abstracts provided for some of the 
papers. Moreover, some of the contribu-
tions have already appeared in other 
journals likely to be held in many librar-
ies. A modicum of editorial rigor would 
have greatly increased the appeal and 
readership for these proceedings. And 
yet, despite these faults, RUN and 
OCLC records suggest that many aca-
demic libraries find themselves in pos-
session of both printings of the 
conference proceedings at a total cost of 
nearly $200. Considering the role of 
librarians in the production of this 
volume, this expenditure of library re-
sources for the duplication and redupli-
cation of conference papers of uneven 
quality is ironic. 
In all, Euro-Librarianship will be a great 
disappointment for Western European 
specialists. Despite an impressive list of 
contributors, admirable goals, and some 
undeniably good papers, this volume fails 
to provide either a set of foundation texts 
or a platform for coherent discussion of 
issues in European librarianship. There are 
choice morsels to be found, but the stew is 
toilsome to digest.-Henry Lowood, Stan-
ford University, Stanford, California. 
Hannesdottir, Signln Klara. The Scandia 
Plan: A Cooperative Acquisition Scheme 
for Improving Access to Research Publica-
tions in Four Nordic Countries. Metu-
chen, N.J.: Scarecrow, 1992. 340p. alk. 
paper, $42.50 (ISBN 0-8108-2540-6). 
LC 92-1070. 
A group of large research libraries in 
Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden 
established the Scandia Plan in 1956 to 
divide the responsibility of acquiring little-
used non-Nordic (plus Icelandic) materi-
als thought to be important to Nordic 
scholars. Participation in the plan was vol-
untary, and each library had to bear its 
own costs. The plan was intended to 
bring savings when materials were no 
longer collected for certain selected sub-
ject areas, and the funds were to be real-
located to the subjects for which the 
library assumed responsibility. Along 
one track, national and university librar-
i~s worked together, each selecting sub-
ject areas in which it was responsible for 
extensive collection development. 
Special libraries formed a second group. 
They agreed on the division of acquisi-
tions based on the place of publication or 
language, and focused on four types of 
material: agricultural and veterinary sci-
ence, technical, medical, and government 
documents. The plan was dissolved in 
1980. 
According to the author, the Scandia 
Plan failed for several reasons: a lack of 
strong administration, deficient locating 
tools, an emphasis on peripheral materi-
als, and the inability to extend into other 
subject areas. These limitations under-
mined the high expectations of the plan 
and ran counter to the trend in informa-
tion provision that emphasized access to 
the most needed sources. Ultimately, the 
Scandia Plan became a political issue. 
The advantages to the individual hold-
ing library were thought to be excessive, 
providing little benefit to the other li-
braries. Three other cooperative acquisi-
tion projects-the Farmington Plan in 
the United States, a German plan spon-
sored by the Library Committee of the 
Emergency Society for German Scholar-
ship (later the German Research Society), 
and the Swedish Plan for Cooperative Ac-
quisitions-served as models for the Scan-
dia Plan. Yet, as Hannesdottir suggests, 
none addressed or solved the Scandia 
Plan's dilemmas. It is instructive that the 
German plan still flourishes, due in signif-
icant part to the infusion of funds by the 
German Research Society. By contrast, 
the Scandia Plan never received outside 
monies. Cooperative collection develop-
ment projects succeed only when each par-
ticipating library perceives the benefits to 
outweigh the costs. The benefits and costs 
may be transparent or hidden, real or im-
agined, but if the participating libraries lose, 
then group failure cannot be far away. 
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The particulars of the Scandia Plan 
have largely faded from memory in re-
cent years. Hannesd6ttir's fine history 
(an essentially unchanged version of her 
1987 doctoral dissertation from the Uni-
versity of Chicago) provides the first 
thorough discussion of th~ Plan's in-
tricacies. After the initial euphoria of 
cooperative plans wears off, the issues 
remain political and economic at the 
core. This is the major lesson of the 
failure of the Scandia Plan, and its rami-
fications are important and unequivo-
caL-Michael P. Olson, University of 
California, Los Angeles. 
Dearstyne, Bruce W. The Archival Enter-
prise: Modern Archiml Principles, Practices, 
and Management Techniques. Chicago: 
American Library Assn., 1993. 295p. alk. 
paper (ISBN 0-8389- 0602-8) 
In providing both novice and initiate 
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with a conceptual overview of the his-
tory and profession of archives, Bruce W. 
Dearstyne presents a thoughtful and well-
organized discussion of archival theory, 
practice, procedures, and problems. Dears-
tyne, an archivist and teacher, summarizes 
neatly the prevailing state of affairs. 
The "enterprise" of the title is really 
the primary mission of an archivist who, 
in Dearstyne's view, perpetuates the so-
cial memory, transmits cultural heritage, 
and helps people to learn from the ex-
periences of the past. Dearstyne uses the 
term historical records to encompass 
manuscript materials, personal papers, 
and archival collections. He includes an 
assortment of examples from these 
different branches of archival work, and 
case studies from four hypothetical insti-
tutions-a research library, special col-
lections department, public library, and 
municipal archive-are presented and 
referred to throughout the book. 
Following a helpful explanation of 
terms often used all too loosely, even by 
archivists, Dearstyne describes what ar-
chivists do and why they do it. He re-
views archival theory with its attendant 
conflicts and limitations, explains the 
importance of keeping historical rec-
ords, and distinguishes the work and 
concerns of archivists from those of 
librarians and records managers. 
Moving from theory to practice, 
Dearstyne analyzes the archival "enter-
prise" through a series of chapters de-
scribing everything from hands-on work 
with records to public access: programs 
and planning, financial needs, the pro-
fessional nature of the work, administra-
tion, identification and selection of 
records, arrangement and description, 
preservation, researcher services, market-
ing and outreach, and electronic records. 
The text of The Archival Enterprise is en-
hanced by useful examples of typical 
donor agreements, mission statements, 
work plans, job descriptions, MARC-AMC 
cataloging records, finding aids, and guide 
entries. The mission statements and work 
plans should prove particularly valuable 
to archivists new to the field, those work-
ing alone, or, indeed, anyone who must 
produce long-range planning documents 
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or justify continued or increased fund-
ing, or even the very existence of a his-
torical records program. 
In general, Dearstyne' s advice on the 
importance of planning, program ad-
ministration, management, and market-
ing is practical and insightful. His 
arguments develop logically, and the ar-
ticulation of six ways to promote an ar-
chival program and repository, in 
particular, should be required reading 
for any professional in the field. The 
more technical chapters on problems of 
appraisal, description, cataloging, and 
preservation are, of necessity, sketchy. 
They summarize current archival prac-
tice and give a concise view of ques-
tions and problems. Reading these 
chapters will provide archivists with 
perspective on their own repositories. 
These chapters are intended not to su-
persede but rather to complement the 
series of technical manuals published 
by the Society of American Archivists, 
and The Archival Experience would be a 
useful stepping-stone to those more 
detailed works. · 
The weakest chapter of the book con-
cerns the professional nature of archival 
work and education. Although Dearstyne 
argues strongly for increased professional-
ism through education and inserts a con-
siderable amount of recent archival 
history and politics into this chapter, the 
result is vague and suggests am-
bivalence. This may, however, be appro-
priate when archivists are themselves so 
divided over issues of certification and 
definition of their professional role. Any 
attempt at a summary or conclusion to 
the volume is noticeably absent, though 
some problems of the future are men-
tioned in Dearstyne's final chapter on 
electronic records. · 
Despite its problems, this volume is a 
useful tool not only for archivists but for 
students and library administrators as 
well. It is a handy introduction to the 
field of historical record-keeping and 
would make an ideal textbook around 
which a course in the administration of 
historical records could be structured.-
Jack Eckert, College of Physicians of 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Libraries for the Future: Planning Build-
ings That Work: Proceedings of the Li-
brary Buildings Preconference, June 27 
and 28, 1991. Ed. by Ron G. Martin. Chi-
cago: American Library Assn., 1992. 98p. 
$25 (ISBN 0-8369-0597-8). LC 92-2252. 
The purpose of the Library Adminis-
tration Management Association's Build-
ings and Equipment Section (BES) 1991 
preconference on planning library build-
ings was to provide "solid, practical 
guidance in designing libraries that will 
meet the future demands for library facili-
ties and services throughout the country." 
The intended audience was both public 
and academic librarians. The published 
proceedings from this conference in-
clude papers on both broad planning 
issues and specific tasks associated with 
planning library buildings. These cover 
the role of building consultants and plan-
ning teams; writing program statements; 
using space inventories, projections, and 
standards; technical requirements and 
building criteria; functional requirements 
and space relationships; selecting an ar-
chitect; and architectural symbols and 
specifications. A three-page selected bib-
liography on library building planning 
is also included. 
Among the contributors are academic 
and public librarians, consultants, and 
facilities planners. With the exception of 
the first paper, which is jointly authored 
and compares and contrasts academic 
and public library building issues and 
trends, most papers in the compilation 
focus either on public or on academic 
libraries exclusively. Because there is 
overlap for almost every topic covered, 
the same information is sometimes re-
peated in more than one chapter. This 
fact, coupled with the informal writing 
style appropriate to papers delivered at 
a preconference, make it more difficult to 
find a concise description of a specific 
topic than might be the case with a "clas-
sic text" on the subject (such as Planning 
Academic and Research Library Buildings 
by Keyes Metcalf, David C. Weber, and 
Philip Leighton). While having more 
than one person provide similar or iden-
tical information on a given topic is use-
ful in a conference setting, the same 
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repetition is annoying and distracting 
when printed in a book. 
Despite this shortcoming, the pro-
ceedings do provide useful descriptions 
of the processes involved in planning a 
library building, illustrated with ex-
amples from the authors' personal ex-
periences. The description of the process 
used to plan a public library building in 
Superior, Wisconsin (found in Bob Car-
mack's chapter "Outline of the Building 
Planning Process"), is a fascinating look 
at a design methodology that insured 
inclusiveness and creativity. 
This book does not provide specific 
answers to what "libraries for the fu-
ture" will require in terms of building 
design. Nowhere is there a discussion of 
the specifics of cabling, telecommunica-
tions, or other technical subjects, nor are 
there visionary musings on the "virtual 
library." What is provided are the ques-
tions that should be asked throughout 
the planning process to insure the right 
technical and design solutions. The first 
author, Joel Gemmer, makes the following 
statement: "A building project should 
begin with reexamination of the mission, 
goals, collection philosophy, needed 
staffing and service changes, and overall 
management of the academic library." 
This seemingly simple statement articu-
lates a fundamental truth which, if 
heeded, will result in "libraries for the 
future" that are more than just variations 
on the same theme. For those readers 
who take the time to rethink the assump-
tions on which their present model of 
library service is built, the reward will be 
a building that can adapt to the enormous 
changes ahead.-Jean Walstrom Haley, Uni-
versity of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minnesota. 
SHORT NOTICES 
Preservation of Electronic Formats & 
Electronic Formats for Preservation. 
Ed. by Janice Mohlhenrich. Fort Atkin-
son, Wise.: Highsmith Pr., 1993. 144p. 
$25 (ISBN 0-917846-17-6). 
This very useful book contains six 
papers from a 1992 conference sponsored 
by the Wisconsin Preservation Program. In 
view of the enormous amounts of money 
(and hope) currently being invested by 
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libraries in electronic data and text-digi-
tizing projects, it behooves librarians to 
have a clear idea of the preservation is-
sues involved in electronic formats. The 
double title of the book neatly summarizes 
the paradoxical situation: electronic data 
present large (and largely uncharted) pre-
servation problems while, on the other 
hand digitizing processes hold the pro-
mise of helping libraries cope with our 
vast brittle-books problem. The papers in 
this volume are a mix of case studies 
(Cornell, Marquette, and the National 
Archives) and state-of-our-knowledge 
presentations on the durability and lon-
gevity of specific electronic formats, the 
best current preservation methods, costs 
of imaging techniques and the appro-
priateness of these formats for specific 
library applications. 
Dettmann, Otto L Bettmann: The Picture 
Man. Gainesville, Fla.: Univ. Pr. of 
Florida, 1992. 178p. (ISBN 0-8130-1153-1) 
In this wry and charming autobiogra-
phy, Otto Bettmann, who turns ninety in 
October, traces a career that began in the 
Prussian State Art Library in Berlin and, 
after a life running the Bettmann Archive 
(a three million item image-provision 
company), has come full circle at the 
Florida Atlantic University Library in 
Boca Raton, where he works as curator 
of rare books. When Bettmann, a Jew, 
was fired from his library job in 1933, he 
applied his training in cataloging and 
classification to his own collection of pic-
tures, providing them with a powerful 
and sophisticated indexing system and 
transforming a hobby into a highly 
successful business. Endlessly enterpris-
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ing, Bettmann arrived in the United 
States just as "pictorialism" was coming 
into its own in publishing and, especially, 
in advertising. In 1980 the Bettmann Ar-
chive was sold to Kraus-Thomson. Sur-
prisingly, Bettmann tends to dismiss the 
communicative and informational value 
of images relative to language, but he im-
plicitly concurs with the wisecrack, "A 
good picture is worth a thousand bucks." 
The book is generously illustrated. 
After the Electronic Revolution, Will You 
Be the First to Go? Ed. by Arnold Hir-
shon. Chicago: American Library Assn., 
1993. 62p. $18 paper, ALA member price 
$16.20 (ISBN 0-8389-7650-6). 
The four papers that made up the pro-
ceedings of the 1992 ALCTS President's 
Program demonstrate, if nothing else, 
the value of knowing one's audience. 
The keynote speech by hypertext 
developer and visionary Theodore Nel-
son demonstrates ignorance about li-
braries and patronizes librarians. Nor 
does the final talk, by biologist Thomas 
Duncan on scholars' need for and 
development of the information tech-
nology infrastructure, advance any rea-
sonably informed librarian's under-
standing of the issues. Peter Graham, on 
the other hand, presents a most informa-
tive discussion of the problems relating 
to the physical and especially intellec-
tual preservation of electronic informa-
tion, and of the role of librarians in finding 
good solutions. In addition, Susan K. Mar-
tin offers a provocative and concrete 
agenda for the library profession if it is to 
have a voice in an environment increas-
ingly dominated by electronic media. 
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